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Abstract: 
 

Society today faces unprecedented social and environmental challenges that are both complex in 
nature and require immediate and severe action. The financial system is a complex system that 
has an important impact on the sustainable development of society. Currently, however, the role 
of the finance system in sustainability is ambivalent, as it invests both in the causes of the 
sustainability challenge as well as its potential solutions. As the finance system is a complex 
system collaboration is needed to make change possible. Relationships are a key component of 
collaboration, and this research looks closer at how relationship building can enable effective 
collaboration aimed at finance systems change. Research draws on Literature, and a case study 
of the Finance Innovation Lab including 19 qualitative interviews. In order to build collaborative 
relationships for a sustainable finance system the results point to: 1) the importance of the 
individual being present in the initiative rather than the organization they represent, and the 
importance of connecting on personal level; 2) the complexity of relationship building, with 
different processes and key elements interrelating; and 3) collaborative relationships being only 
one part of systemic transformation, requiring also a diversity of people and a clear structure and 
common strategy to be effective in achieving their goals.  
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Executive Summary 

 
This research examines how relationships have been built in collaborative initiatives aimed at a 
sustainable finance system, through a single case study of the Finance Innovation Lab in the 
United Kingdom. Collaborations are one method of working towards systems change, and 
relationships lie at the core of any collaboration. Therefore, they should be nurtured and built 
with care and interest, and with time and effort. Examining facilitator methods and participant 
experiences, this research provides recommendations for practitioners who value relationship 
building as a strategy for achieving effective collaborations towards systems change. 
  
Introduction 
 
As a result of the Industrial Revolution, society faces unprecedented social and environmental 
challenges that are both complex in nature and require immediate and severe action. A focus on 
short-term profit, the extraction of substances from the earth’s crust, and reductionist thinking 
are just examples of the types of approaches that must shift if society and the planet are to be 
effectively guided on a path towards sustainability. If this type of thinking, and therefore 
activity, continues, society will most likely face a future where there will not be sufficient 
resources to support the earth’s population. The complexity and gravity of the challenges require 
a shift in thinking; we can no longer see individual actions or objects as separate from the larger 
systems that they are a part of.Instead, we must think systemically, seeing the relationships 
between separate parts and their connection to the larger whole, as this will enable the treatment 
of the root causes of the problem rather than the many symptoms society currently experiences. 
  
The Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD) provides a shared language for 
sustainable development. It appreciates systemic thinking and enables strategic planning towards 
sustainability. It offers a holistic way of acknowledging the complexity of the sustainability 
challenge and allows for long-term management strategies. The framework can effectively be 
used for strategic planning in complex systems and thus operationalizes work towards 
sustainability. The FSSD was used to frame this research and its findings. 
  
Finance Systems Change through Collaborative Relationships 
 
Finance systems are complex systems that have an important impact on the sustainable 
development of society today. The influence of finance systems on all economic sectors is 
widely acknowledged and is thus a partial driver behind the dynamics of the entire economic 
system. With the most recent financial crisis, this influence became overtly apparent as it 
highlighted the links between financial systems and other systems of society.  
 
The finance system, due to this interconnectedness, can play a crucial role in sustainable 
development of society. Currently, the role of the finance system in sustainability is ambivalent, 
however, as it invests both in the causes of the sustainability challenge as well as its potential 
solutions. 
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As the finance system is a complex system, problems cannot be solved by one organization 
alone; diverse actors need to come together in collaboration to make change possible. Through 
collaboration, actors can combine their knowledge and views of the world to devise solutions to 
the inherent challenges that plague the financial system today. Given that, collaborative efforts 
are also important to address the sustainability challenge; based on the inherent 
interconnectedness of the world, it is the researchers’ assumption that if actors working towards 
sustainable finance could come together and align under a vision of success, then the effects of 
those initiatives could be greater and enable them to catalyze larger scale change with time. 
  
Relationships facilitate collaborative efforts, and they are what holds the collaborations together.  
Not much research, however, has been conducted on how effective collaborative relationships 
have been built to effect change in the finance system.  
  
Purpose of the Research and Conceptual Lens 
 
The purpose of this research is to explore what can be learned about collaborative relationship 
building in initiatives working towards a sustainable finance system, and from the findings 
develop strategic recommendations for future facilitators and participants of similar collaborative 
initiatives.  
 
In order to accomplish this goal, the researchers developed a conceptual lens with which they 
could examine collaborative relationships. The lens is made up of the Container Model for 
Relationships (Mendelsohn 2014), a three-dimensional container with the foundation 
representing partnership, the sides representing risks and vulnerability, and the lid representing 
protection. The lens also incorporates systems thinking (Capra 2008; Meadows 2008; Harding 
2009), and trust and commitment, two of the relationships elements most commonly appearing 
from the literature (Bryson, Crosby, and Stone 2006; Selsky and Parker 2005; Senge et al. 2008; 
Nowell 2009; Vangen and Huxman 2003).  
 
Research Questions 
 
With the research gap in mind and the lens with which to look at relationships, the researchers 
devised one overarching research question with three related research questions. 
  
RQ1: What lessons can be learned about collaborative relationship building from initiatives that 
aim for a sustainable finance system, and how could this research support that transformation 
process?  

 
RQ 1.1: What are the enablers of, and barriers to, collaborative relationship building? 
 
RQ 1.2: How is collaborative relationship building facilitated and how do the facilitation 
techniques relate directly to the relationship dimensions of partnership, risk and 
vulnerability, and protection? 

  
RQ 1.3: How do the participants respond to the processes aimed at building collaborative 
relationships? 
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Methods 
 
This research is a single case study of the Finance Innovation Lab (FIL) in the UK. This case 
study was chosen based on the FIL’s  aim for a sustainable finance system that works for people 
and planet, and based on accessibility to information within the timeframe of the research. 
Relationships lie at the core of the FIL’s theory of change. This research explores the methods of 
the FIL in building collaborative relationships, examining facilitator processes and participant 
experiences as they engage in efforts to move the financial system in the United Kingdom 
towards sustainability. The researchers’ data collection methods relied primarily on interviews 
with FIL facilitators and with FIL initiative participants. In total, 19 interviews were conducted 
with 11 participants, five facilitators, and three observers. Interview questions focused on 
methods used by FIL facilitators to build relationships and the participant experiences within the 
FIL initiatives. 
  
As an initial step, the researchers conducted a thorough literature review of topics related to 
sustainability and systems thinking, the finance system, and collaborations and relationship 
building. This literature review, along with expert interviews with five experts in collaborative 
initiatives, systems change, and the finance system, supported the identification of the research 
gap, the development of the conceptual lens with which to view the relationships, the 
development of the interview questions, and the analysis of the data.  
 
With data analysis, the researchers organized the data from the interviews in five pre-determined 
categories based on the conceptual lens, as well as four categories that emerged from the data, 
which all helped to effectively answer the research questions. This was done through a rigid five-
step process of: transcription, first round of coding, second round of coding, sub-category and 
concept development, and data alignment across all three data sets. 
  
Results 
 
The first section of results reflected the opinion from both facilitators and participants on what 
enablers and barriers exist to build effective collaborative relationships for finance system 
change. Enablers were found in two sub-categories: “key elements” and “design elements.” “Key 
elements” are components that are needed to build the relationships; they are the pieces which, 
when put together, enable the relationship to form. “Design elements” are elements of processes, 
sessions, or collaborative initiatives that should be incorporated as any facilitator designs a 
process in which building collaborative relationships is a goal. Nine key elements were found 
including concepts such as common purpose, time, trust, and openness and vulnerability. Of 
“design elements,” seven were found including concepts such as dialogue and conversation, 
personal connection, shared experiences, and social/informal activities. Lastly, barriers to 
building effective collaborative relationships emerged in three sub-categories of “system 
barriers”, “institutional barriers”, and “people barriers”.  
  
The second section of the results related to how the process design of the relationship building in 
the initiatives was facilitated by the FIL.  Here eight “design elements” emerged, as well as three 
“specific processes,” which are concrete tools that can be used to build effective collaborative 
relationships, such as small group processes or going on a retreat. Some of the specific processes 
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and design elements were found addressing directly the three container dimensions of 
partnership, risk and vulnerability, and protection, however most of them were not aimed at one 
dimension only. 
 
The third part of the results spoke to how participants responded to the collaborative initiative 
through outcomes and feedback. Participants responded mostly positively to the processes aimed 
at building relationships, and the outcomes that emerged from the FIL initiatives were positive as 
well. Participants expressed support of the processes implemented, especially that the 
collaborative initiatives were effective, that relationships, even friendships, were built, that there 
was trust, and that inter-organizational connections emerged.  
 
Some concerns were present, and areas for improvement did arise, with a need for structure and 
strategy for future collaboration being the most notable one. Another learning that emerged from 
all three data sets was how a diverse representation of people in the collaborations is important 
when working towards systemic transformation. 
   
Discussion and Conclusion 
 
Through a discussion of the results, further insights emerged that were more holistic in nature, 
thereby helping the researchers to answer the overall research question of what lessons can be 
learned about collaborative relationship building from initiatives that aim for a sustainable 
finance system. In order to build collaborative relationships for a sustainable finance system the 
results point to: 1) the importance of the individual being present in the initiative rather than the 
organization they represent, and the importance of connecting on personal level; 2) the 
complexity of relationship building, with different processes and key elements interrelating; and 
3) collaborative relationships being only one part of systemic transformation, requiring also a 
diversity of people and a clear structure and common strategy to be effective in achieving their 
goals.  
 
Within the first few interviews the researchers realized that building relationships within the 
group had little to do with their organizational affiliations but was rather about connecting 
people on a personal level. Building collaborative relationships therefore seems to require an 
overarching philosophy that is focused on the human—enabling participants and facilitators 
alike to enter and exist in the collaboration as the person they are, not as the organization they 
represent. The fact that the relationships were, in some cases, defined as friendships by the 
participants was therefore surprising and insightful. This shows a much deeper level to the 
relationship building than first anticipated by the researchers.  
 
Beginning this project, the researchers hoped to gain a picture of the specific processes used to 
build relationships for collaborations aimed towards systems change. Very quickly they began to 
understand the complexity of the process, realizing the interconnectedness of the different layers 
when designing processes to build relationships for systemic transformation. This also became 
clear when the researchers mapped out their overall findings in a causal loop diagram, which 
confirmed the findings from literature that relationship building would require a systems 
thinking perspective as part of the lens. 
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Figure: Causal Loop Diagram: Relationship Building and Systems Change. 

 
The above causal loop diagram sums up the findings of this research and describes the intricacies 
of relationship building and its connection with finance systems change. The arrows are 
indicators showing the relationships between the different parts of the diagram, with “+” 
indicating an increasing effect, and a “–” indicating a decreasing effect. The line specifically 
between “Finance System Change towards Sustainability” and “Presence of Barriers” is not 
solid, as a decrease in barriers from the system changing is an assumption from the researchers 
based on some barriers found in the results being directly related to the current system structure. 
 
The diagram illustrates relationship building as the intervention point, and how the use of 
“design elements” and “specific processes” can enable the presence of “key elements” and 
decrease the “barriers” present in order for relationships to be built that contribute to effective 
collaborative efforts. Through reinforcing loops, the different aspects outlined in the diagram 
have an impact on the relationships that are a part of collaborations aimed at finance systems 
change towards sustainability.  
 
In the discussion of results it became clear that enabling effective collaborations for systems 
change is not only dependent on relationship building but also on additional aspects, here 
“diversity” and “strategy and structure” were brought up by the participants. Although 
considered as out of the research scope, the researchers saw these two points as closely linked to 
achieving finance systems change through relationship building and therefore insightful with 
regards to the research questions. 
 
Through the results and discussion, overall findings were framed in the FSSD, and researchers 
developed a set of strategic recommendations for practitioners interested in building 
relationships for a sustainable finance system, as well as suggestions for further research. 
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Glossary 

 
Backcasting: A planning method in which planners first build a vision of success and then plan 
strategically from that vision. In contrast to forecasting, which focuses on trends to forecast the 
future.  
 
Causal Loop Diagram: Helps to visualize how variables in a system are interlinked and to 
explain the system’s behavior.  
 
Check-in and check-out: Two processes that open and close any meeting or gathering, that 
allow people to share on a personal level.  
 
Collaboration: The act of working with someone or a group of people to achieve a common 
purpose. 
 
Collaborative Relationship: The relationship between collaborating individuals. 
 
Complex System: A system in which it is difficult to predict outcome and behavior. The 
relationships between cause and effect only become apparent in hindsight.  
 
Dialogue: Conversation characterized by deep listening and suspending personal judgment.  
 
Facilitator: An individual whose role is to facilitate the interaction between the participants in 
the collaboration.  
 
Five-Level Framework (for Planning in Complex Systems): A conceptual framework that 
aids in analysis, decision-making and planning in complex systems. It consists of five distinct, 
interrelated levels: Systems, Success, Strategic, Actions, and Tools.  
 
Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD): The application of the Five-
Level Framework (for Planning in Complex Systems) to a planning endeavor with sustainability 
as defined by the four Sustainability Principles as the desired outcome.  
 
Finance Innovation Lab (FIL):  A collaboration between the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) in 
the United Kingdom and the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW) 
aimed at systems change towards sustainability in the finance system. 
 
Financial Institutions: An establishment that focuses on financial transactions, such as 
investments, loans, and deposits. Conventionally, financial institutions are composed of 
organizations such as banks, trust companies, insurance companies, and investment dealers. 
 
Financial Markets: The marketplace where buyers and sellers participate in the trade of assets. 
 
Financial Instruments: A real or virtual document representing a legal agreement involving 
some sort of monetary value. 
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Inter-Organizational Relationship: The relationship between different organizations.  
 
Network: A group or system of people who exchange information and contacts. 
 
Mainstream Actors: Actors who subscribe to the normal or conventional ideas, attitudes, and 
activities of the finance system. 
 
Observers: Supporters who are closely linked with the Finance Innovation Lab e.g. funders, 
advisors, and so called “critical friends”.  
 
Open Space Principles: Open Space is an approach to self-organized meetings. It has four 
principles that function as guides to the participants. They are: 1) whoever comes is  the right 
people; 2) whatever happens is the only thing that could have; 3) whenever it starts is the right 
time; and 4) when it is over, it is over. 
 
Participant: An individual who takes part in the collaborative initiative. 
 
Participatory Process: Dialogue-based methodologies. 
 
Partnership: Partnership is the basis of the Container Model. It refers to the purpose of the 
collaborative relationship, e.g., a definition of both what the partners are partnering on and what 
they are not partnering on. The collaboration can partner, for example, on needs, interests, 
intentions, or motivations.   
 
Protection: Protection is the third dimension of the Container Model. It refers to the 
mechanisms set up to protect the participants from harm in the collaboration. It can, for example, 
refer to ground rules and accountability mechanisms.  
 
Relationship: The way in which two or more people or things are connected, or the state of 
being connected. 
 
Risk and vulnerability: Risk and Vulnerability are the second dimension of the Container 
Model. As collaboration evidently entails contradictions, challenges, and compromises for the 
participants, this dimension refers to the risks people are willing to take and the vulnerabilities 
they bring into the partnership. When the partnership is undefined, the risk is higher. 
 
Silo: A system that operates in isolation and is disconnected from other systems. 
 
Strategic Sustainable Development (SSD): Planning and decision-making intended to bridge 
the gap between the current unsustainable socio-ecological system and a sustainable society that 
is based on four science-based Sustainability Principles.  
 
Sustainability: A state in which society’s sub-systems or the socio-ecological system as a whole 
are aligned with the four Sustainability Principles.  
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Sustainability Principles (SPs): In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically 
increasing... 
1. concentrations of substances extracted from the Earth’s crust; 
2. concentrations of substances produced by society; 
3. degradation by physical means; 
and in that society... 
4. people are not subject to conditions that systematically undermine their capacity to meet their 
needs. 
 
Systems Thinking: A scientific discipline related to the interactions between the “objects” that 
make up the “whole.” Concerned with relationships and patterns, and the overall system. 
Whatever the object is that is being looked it, it is looked at as how it relates to the whole.  
 
Talking Piece: An object that serves as a focal point for conversations. Whoever has the talking 
piece has the full attention of the others. 
 
The Container Model: A universal relationship model based on three dimensions: 1) 
Partnership; 2) Risk and Vulnerability; and 3) Protection. This model has been adapted from 
Yitzhak Mendelsohn’s (2014) research on relationships.  
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1 Introduction 
 
1.1 The Challenge 
 
1.1.1 The Sustainability Challenge  
 
As a result of the industrial revolution in the late eighteenth century, human-induced 
environmental changes have increased and societal crises have expanded (Senge and Carstedt 
2001). Climate change, biodiversity loss, and pollution are all consequences of anthropogenic 
activity. The human influence on nature is ‘extremely likely’ to be the dominant cause for the 
global warming that has been occurring since the mid 1900’s (IPCC 2013). Currently the Earth’s 
resources are used or damaged faster than nature can regenerate them (Worldwatch Institute 
2006). Simultaneously, the Earth’s population is growing and the demand for the declining 
resources is increasing (Steffen et al. 2004).  
 
This complex sustainability challenge can be visualized as a funnel. If one considers society as 
existing within the funnel, the possibility to move and operate is much larger at the opening 
where the walls, which can also be considered boundaries of operation, are farther apart. As the 
sustainability challenge increases, society consequently moves deeper and deeper into the funnel, 
where the walls narrow and our capacity to operate becomes increasingly difficult. If society hits 
the walls of the funnel, it can no longer be sustained (Holmberg and Robèrt 2000). 

 

 
Figure 1.1. The Funnel Metaphor (adapted from Robèrt et al. 2010). 

 

1.1.2 Systems Thinking and the Current Worldview 
 

Part of the sustainability challenge relates to how we, as society, view the world today. 
Unfortunately, how society conceptualizes the challenges we face has failed to incorporate the 
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effects that the Industrial Revolution has had on society and the ecosphere (Capra 2008). 
Society, as well as science, is mired in reductionist thinking, seeing individual parts as separate 
from the whole (Hjorth and Bagheri 2006). Society consists of an endless number of systems that 
are interlinked and affect each other in ways that are hard to predict, as they adapt to new 
information and changing conditions (Capra 1996; Schwandt and Goldstein 2008; Meadows 
2008). 

Since the 1920s and 1930s, systems thinking has emerged as a way to contemplate the 
interconnected nature of all things (Capra 2008). It allows us to consider the non-linearity and 
dynamic nature of any system, and consider how other sub-systems are related. An example is 
planet Earth—a complex system characterized by relationships between system parts, feedback 
loops, emergence, and thresholds (Harding 2009). Understanding these relationships between the 
different parts leads to an understanding of the whole system —systems thinking in its essence— 
as the different parts of any system can only be understood through having an understanding of 
the whole (Capra 1985, Senge 1990).  

Unfortunately, the sustainability debate has not acknowledged the complex nature of the system, 
but rather operated on the idea of linear cause and effect thinking and hierarchy (Nordhaus and 
Shellenberger 2007). Policymakers, researchers, and other leaders have had a tendency to fall 
into reductionism as they try to go deeper and deeper into their area of expertise to solve 
complex challenges (Broman, Holmberg, and Robèrt 2000). There is no definition of 
sustainability or a sustainable vision uniting the different groups of expertise. The thinking that 
sub-systems develop independently of the understanding and influence of others is therefore one 
of the key barriers to sustainability (Doppelt 2003).  

Capra says that “sustainability, then, is not an individual property but a property of an entire web 
of relationships” (2008). Addressing the sustainability challenge, therefore, requires a 
fundamental shift from reductionist and mechanistic thinking to a holistic and integrated 
approach (Hjorth and Bagheri 2006, 77). 

1.1.3 The Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development 
 
To overcome the barriers to sustainability a cross-sectoral language that unites the sub-systems is 
important (Ny et al. 2006; Broman, Holmberg, and Robèrt 2000). The most commonly used 
definition of sustainability is that of the Brundtland Report from the United Nations World 
Commission on Environment and Development, which says that “sustainable development is 
development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs” (UNWCED 1987, 43). Even though the Brundtland 
definition is commonly used, it is still open for interpretation and thus is difficult to 
operationalize. 

The Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD) provides a shared language for 
sustainable development. It appreciates systemic thinking and enables strategic planning towards 
sustainability by defining sustainability with science-based system conditions. It offers a holistic 
way of acknowledging the complex sustainability challenge and allows for long-term 
management strategies (Broman, Holmberg, and Robèrt 2000). 

The framework can effectively be used for strategic planning in complex systems and thus 
operationalizes work towards sustainability (Robèrt 2000; Robèrt et al. 2002). It consist of five 
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levels 1) System 2) Success 3) Strategic 4) Actions and 5) Tools: 

1)      Systems Level: On the systems level the focus is the socio-ecological system (society 
within the biosphere). Planning within this system or within its many sub-systems “must be 
based on an understanding of the constitutional principles of the functioning of this system (e.g. 
thermodynamics; the biogeochemical cycles; the ecological interdependencies of species; the 
societal exchange with, and dependence on, the ecosphere)” (Robèrt et al. 2002, 198). 

2)      Success Level: At the success level, planners define what the goal is for the system, i.e. the 
state of sustainability (Robèrt 2002). A definition of success is important to ensure strategic 
stepping stones towards sustainability and stopping humanity’s unsustainable actions. These 
actions are represented in the following four Sustainability Principles: 

In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing… 

1.   …concentrations from the Earth’s crust; 

2.   …concentrations of substances produced by society; 

3.   …degradation by physical means; 

And, in that society… 

4.   …people are not subject to conditions that systematically undermine their capacity to 
meet their needs. 

These four Sustainability Principles provide a shared vision of success and a common goal for 
strategic planning towards sustainability (Holmberg and Robèrt 2000; Robèrt 2000; Ny et al. 
2006).  

3)      Strategic Level: The strategic level helps a planner design the process to reach the success 
level. Strategically moving towards the four Sustainability Principles requires a planning 
methodology of backcasting, which means that the planning is guided by the vision of success 
rather than the common forecasting methodology based on current trends (Holmberg and Robèrt 
2000; Robèrt 2000). Backcasting is essential when the system is complex, when current trends 
are part of the problem, and when major change is needed (Dreborg 1996). At this level, the 
vision of success and the Sustainability Principles are compared with the present situation in 
order to generate solutions.  

Prioritization questions are then used to decide the most promising actions (Holmberg and 
Robèrt 2000). 

1. Does the action proceed in the right direction with respect to the Sustainability 
Principles? Organizations should prioritize actions that move towards the vision framed 
by all four Sustainability Principles.  

2. Does the action provide a flexible platform or “stepping stone” for future improvements? 
Organizations should prioritize actions that can be further built upon, in line with the four 
Sustainability Principles.  

3. Is this action likely to produce a sufficient Return on Investment (ROI) to further catalyze 
the process? This ROI should be considered as social, political, and financial. 

4)   Actions Level: This level consists of all actions that came out from the prioritization 
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process and that are planned and implemented to move towards sustainability (Success level) 
(Robért 2002). 

5)   Tools Level: At the tools level, complementary tools that can be used to enable society to 
move towards sustainability are found and considered e.g. monitoring tools. The tools can 
contribute on any level of the FSSD (Robèrt 2002). 

The FSSD was used as a way to frame this research. The framework was used to identify the 
research gap and to discuss the results. In section 1.3.3 more information on how the FSSD was 
used to identify the research gap can be found.  
 

1.2 The Financial System 
 
1.2.1 The Financial System 
 
The financial system is a complex system (Stefancic 2009; Kay 2012) that has an important 
impact on the sustainable development of society today (Scholtens 2006). Its central structural 
functions of providing liquidity, channeling savings to economic agents who require financing, 
restricting and filtering financial resources to profitable economic activities, and creating risk-
coverage instruments make it a major driver of the global economy (Carnicer and Peñuelas 
2012). The influence of the financial networks on all economic sectors is widely acknowledged 
and thus partly drives the dynamics of the entire economic system (ibid). Consequently the 
finance system has a strong influence on society and sustainable development (Helleiner 2011; 
Scholtens 2009, 2011). 
 
The financial system has three components: financial institutions, financial markets, and 
financial instruments. The behavior and the level of complexity of a financial system can be 
described by the flow of funds and the flow of risk. Traditionally, the emphasis has been on the 
flow of funds, which occurs as investors provide funds to borrowers. Borrowers return funds in 
the form of dividends, thereby completing the circular flow of funds flowing from the household 
savers to the household investors (Ho, Palacios, and Stoll 2013). The financial system has a 
straightforward set of tasks: to allocate capital, to manage risks in a way that, using the ability to 
absorb risk, it allows capital to go where higher return on investments can be made, and to 
perform these tasks efficiently.  
 
The logic behind the system is one-dimensional with its main focus related to the maximization 
of financial profits and to the return on investment, as well as the pursuit of short-term profits. 
(Pisano, Martinuzzi, and Bruckner 2012; Weber and Wiek 2014). It is, however, important to 
remember that the financial system consists of a wide variety of actors ranging from small local 
banks and ethical credit unions to large global banks (Weber and Wiek 2014).  
 

1.2.2 The Finance System and Sustainability 
 
The financial system’s strong influence the society and the economy became apparent in the 
recent financial crisis as the reasons for the crash have been attributed to the system and its 
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design (De Soto 2011; Kay 2010; Nielsen 2010) and its underlying neoliberal ideology (Aalbers 
2013; Cahill 2010; Harvey 2010). The crisis illustrated the intimate link between the financial 
system and other systems in society. In the same way, the finance system can play a crucial role 
in sustainable development as it greatly influences clients’ access to capital through investment 
and lending practices (Weber 2014), e.g., promoting investments in renewable energy sources, 
organic food production, and infrastructure rather than fossil fuel energy sources, industrial 
agriculture, and causes of obesity (Weber and Wiek 2014). Therefore, it has a large role in 
encouraging solutions to the sustainability challenge (ibid). 
 
Currently the financial system's role in sustainable development is ambivalent, as it invests in the 
causes of the sustainability as well as in sustainable solutions. Weber and Wiek (2014) describe 
how the financial system contributes to persistence of unsustainable industrial practices, military 
interventions, and environmental degradation, but simultaneously also to socially responsible 
investment, micro-finance, and social impact bonds (ibid). Overall, however, the system as a 
whole does not yet operate within the boundaries of the sustainability principles and 
continuously reinforces barriers to sustainable development (Kemp 2014). “What we have now 
is an economy that is blind to the social utility of what it produces and that, due to the resultant 
misallocation of environmental, human, and financial resources, provokes unrest, creates social 
hardship and generates huge ‘externalities’ that deplete the very social and environmental capital 
upon which it depends” (ibid, 7). 
 
The ecosystem and the economy are closely related, as the latter is derived from, and cannot 
exist without, the former (Jeucken 2005). This brings the conclusion that maintaining the 
ecosystem is a necessary condition for any economic activity and ultimately for the survival of 
mankind (ibid).  Furthermore, the societal capacity to rapidly and effectively respond to global 
challenges, with the sustainability challenge at the helm, may as well crucially depend on both 
the deployment of sufficiently large financial funds and the implementation of key reforms to the 
financial system (Carnicer and Peñuelas 2012). Hence a systems-wide change of the financial 
system is needed for society not to hit the walls of the funnel. Sun, Louche, and Pérez describe it 
in the following way: 

 
Given the disastrous failure of modern scientific finance evidenced in the global 
financial crisis, we foresee that a financial paradigm shift towards a broad sense 
of sustainability is inevitable. To understand the proper role of finance in a 
society, we need to place finance in the society and see finance as embedded in, 
rather than independent of, the rich context of a society with mutual influences. 
The financial reality is a social construct and financial paradigm shifts reflect our 
ongoing reality making of the financial world towards the final destination of 
sustainability (2011, 14). 

 
Based on the strength of the FSSD in moving complex systems towards sustainability (Holmberg 
and Robèrt 2000), the researchers hold the belief that with a vision of success defined as a 
finance system that operates within the bounds of the four Sustainability Principles, actors 
concerned with the finance system can now backcast and strategically plan actions that will start 
moving the system, and society, towards sustainability. Based on the fact that collaborative 
efforts are important to address the sustainability challenge (Weber and Wiek 2014) and based 
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on the inherent interconnectedness of the world, the researchers assumed that if actors working 
on sustainable finance could come together and align under a vision of success for moving the 
finance system towards sustainability, then the effects of those initiatives could be greater and 
enable them to catalyze larger scale change with time. That change, due to the 
interconnectedness of finance systems with society, has the potential to make the finance system 
an overall driver for a sustainable society. 
 

1.3 Collaboration 
 
1.3.1 Collaboration and Large-Scale systems Change 
 
Systems Change 
Despite the potential of the finance system to move towards sustainability, the inherent 
complexity of the system makes it difficult to change. Numerous factors, such as relationships 
and feedback loops, affect the possibility to change a system and the resulting outcome (Senge 
1990; 1999). Many components affect the outcome when attempting to create systems change, 
which means that the leverage points are unknown and the outcome will be hard to predict. 
Easterling et al. make the following point: 

 
Finding a strategy capable of large-scale impact (i.e., "moving the needle") 
is a daunting challenge, particularly when the collaborative is seeking 
progress on a complex issue driven by economic or social trends at a 
national or global level (2013, 10). 

 
As the finance system is a complex system, problems cannot be solved by one organization 
alone.  When changing a system, no one actor has mandate, resources, or power to make a whole 
system change. Actors from the whole system need to come together to make that change 
possible (Googins and Rochlin 2000). Hamann et al. describe how collaborative efforts have 
helped to change industries: 

  
It is relatively safe to assume… that cross-sector collaboration was a key 
contributor to these institutional shifts, which would have been less likely 
through unilateral or bilateral action (2008, 114). 
 

Kania and Kramer also highlight the importance of collaboration and write that "large-scale 
social change comes from better cross-sector coordination rather than from the isolated 
intervention of individual organizations" (2011, 38). Collaborations between the different sub-
systems are therefore important to pursue sustainability strategies (Ehrenfeld 2008; Gray and 
Sities 2013; Agranoff and McGuire 2003; Conner and Easterling 2009; Mattessich and Monsey 
1992). Meadows also states that coming together from different backgrounds, perspectives, and 
views of the world increases the chance of finding solutions to the world’s current challenges 
(2008). Thus, collaboration amongst sectors and silos is one way to move the financial system 
towards sustainability. 
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Forms of Collaboration 
There are many forms of collaborations: inter-organizational, intra-organizational, cross-industry 
collaboration, cross-sector collaboration and multi-sector collaboration to mention a few. They 
can also be labeled partnerships, alliances, or networks (Rese, Gemünden, and Baier 2013; 
Nowell 2009, Vangen and Huxham 2003; Wadham and Warren. 2013; Getha-Taylor 2012; 
Easterling et al. 2013; Selsky and Parker 2005; Bryson and Crosby 2006; Lin 2012). The 
definitions of these terms vary and the terms are not used consistently in literature. This research 
focuses specifically on collaboration within and between different actors, as global challenges 
are difficult to tackle successfully without engaging several actors in society (Bryson, Crosby, 
and Stone 2006). The definition of collaboration used in this paper is: the act of working with 
someone or a group of people to achieve a common purpose. 
 
There are, however, major challenges with collaboration. Because of diverse backgrounds there 
is a risk of a lack of understanding of the other sectors, slowness, lack of trust, power struggles, 
and disengagement (Fadeeva 2005).  
 

Corporations and communities may share the same geographic space, but in fact 
they speak different languages, share different values and cultures, and on a day-
to-day basis operate within quite different worlds (Googins and Rochlin 2000, 
135).  

 
As different sectors also have a history of diverse interests, mistrust can be a key challenge when 
initiating common projects and initiatives (Getha-Taylor 2012). 
 

1.3.2 Elements of an Effective Collaboration 
 
To overcome the barriers of collaboration, much research has been conducted on how to create 
effective collaboration. Mattessich and Monsey (1992) identified 19 success factors, some of 
which are mutual respect, understanding and trust, members sharing a stake in both process and 
outcome, concrete attainable goals, and favorable political/social climate. Similarly, Kania and 
Kramer (2011) identified five key factors in collaborative impact work to achieve large-scale 
change. They include sharing a common agenda with a shared vision and understanding of the 
problem, mutually reinforcing activities, continuous and open communication to build trust, a 
backbone organization that supports the collaboration, and a shared measurement of results.  

  
Googins and Rochlin (2000, 133) present a summary of the critical steps in a partnership 
process, stating them as: defining clear goals, obtaining senior level commitment, engaging in 
frequent communication, assigning professionals to lead the work, sharing the commitment of 
resources and evaluating progress/results. Hamann et al. (2008) also concluded that initial trust-
building is key for the success of the collaboration. In the research of Bryson and Crosby (2006) 
trust was also found to be an ongoing requirement for a successful cross-sector collaboration, 
and that trusting relationships are the essence of collaborations.  
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1.3.3 Relationship Building in Collaborations 
 
Relationships are described as being both what facilitate the work of collaboration as well as 
what hold the collaboration together (Bryson, Crosby, and Stone 2006, 48).  This leads to the 
assumption of this research that collaborative relationships can be a driver of finance systems 
change. Not much research, however, has been conducted on the “how” of successfully building 
effective relationships in collaborations that will enable the efforts to succeed. Looking further 
into the challenges of overcoming differences in collaborations and aligning initial conditions, 
however, was already proposed years back as an important next step for research in 
collaborations and their potential to create value in the world (Selsky and Parker 2005, Bryson, 
Crosby, and Stone 2006). This research gap is what inspired the focus and purpose of this 
thesis—what relationship building process will enable effective collaborative relationships that 
are aimed at systems change of the finance system. Below in Figure 1.2 the research gap is 
framed with the FSSD, pointing to the strategic, actions, and tools levels. As from here on the 
researchers use collaborative relationships and relationships interchangeably to refer to 
collaborative relationships.  
 

Table 1.1. The Research Gap. 

 Finance System Research Topic 

System The finance system, competitive, silo-
based, short-term profit 

Collaborative relationships for finance 
systems change 

Success The finance system operating within 
the four sustainability principles 

Effective collaborative relationships for 
finance system change 

Strategic Backcasting from the envisioned 
success and goals as well as the three 
prioritization questions. 

 

Actions Impact Investing, Green Banking, New 
business models etc. 

 

Tools PRI, Equator Principles, Policies etc.  

 

1.4 This Research 
 
1.4.1 Conceptual Framework  
 
Developing the Conceptual Lens 
To further explore the process of building relationships that will result in effective collaborative 
relationships, the researchers needed a conceptual lens that looks at such relationships with a 
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dynamic, overarching, yet detailed, perspective, which would allow them to assess the 
relationship building as a whole. Therefore, the underlying philosophy of systems thinking was 
important to include in the lens, specifically the idea that relationships are dynamic, living, non-
linear systems and need to be analyzed with such an approach in mind (Meadows 2008). With 
these ideas in mind, the criteria developed were: a theory that looked at relationships in 
collaboration for systemic transformation, and a theory that considered relationships with a 
systemic lens.  
 
This turned out to be a challenge as the existing theories either addressed different components 
of relationships separately (Vangen and Huxham 2003; Ansell and Gash 2008), looked at 
relationships in different collaborations (Branzei and Le Ber 2010), or speak of components of 
successful collaborations while not explicitly offering a satisfying definition of the relationships 
(Selsky and Parker 2005; Bryson, Crosby, and Stone 2006; Senge et al. 2008). With this 
challenge present, the researchers developed a conceptual lens, through which they would 
develop interview designs and analyze the data collected. The lens is made up of three parts: 1) 
The Container Model for Relationships; 2) relationship elements of Trust and Commitment; and 
3) Systems Thinking.  
 

 
Figure 1.2. The Conceptual Lens. 

 
The Conceptual Lens 
1) The first part is Yitzhak Mendelsohn’s “Container Model for Relationships”. In an 
exploratory interview with Mendelsohn, a clinical psychologist working in Israel, Greece, and 
Rwanda on systemic transformation and interpersonal relationships, he shared this universal 
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model, which he is currently developing through his own research and practice (2014). The 
container is three-dimensional and consists of the foundation, the sides, and the lid of the 
container. The foundation is what the participants are partnering on and its components. The 
sides are the risks people are willing to take and the vulnerabilities they bring into the 
partnership, and the lid of the container is what protection the partners need in order to sustain 
the partnership in a “healthy and functioning” form (Mendelsohn 2014). Just as people are living 
organisms, so are the relationships that they create with others. Therefore, the container and its 
dimensions are adaptive and malleable, with the ability to hold this complexity and the 
interconnected nature of the different dimensions. 
  
2) The container model, although universal to all relationships, was not specific to collaborative 
relationships. To enable the research in the given timeframe, the researchers therefore added an 
extra layer out of “key elements for effective collaborative relationships” found through a review 
of literature focused on collaborative relationships. In order to analyze which elements of 
relationships appeared most often as important to cultivate, the researchers built a matrix of the 
different elements (Appendix A). Important to note in this stage is that all relationship elements 
from peer-reviewed sources included in the matrix were placed within the container by the 
researchers to streamline the data collection design and analysis. 
 
Trust and commitment were found from a broad representation of different existing theories 
and peer-reviewed articles as being the main elements necessary for effective collaborative 
relationships that are applicable in all three dimensions of the container (Bryson, Crosby, and 
Stone 2006; Selsky and Parker 2005; Senge et al. 2008; Nowell 2009; Vangen and Huxman 
2003). These elements therefore exist inside the center of the container (Appendix A) as a central 
part of the entire relationship and dependent on the three dimensions of the container. 
 
3) The third part of this conceptual lens is systems thinking, which provides a frame in which 
the container and the elements exist. Given the interrelated nature of relationships, and especially 
relationships in collaboration, a systems view is needed to understand the relationships, and to 
honor their complexity. Systems thinking proposes a relational view of the world, as opposed to 
viewing objects as separate from one another (Capra 2008). Whereas this thinking is often used 
to explore the ecological side of the sustainability challenge, it can also be used to look at social 
systems (Kiel 1991). This view could not be more true for relationships in collaboration, which 
are made up of numerous complex and interconnected parts. Using this view as they worked to 
understand collaborative relationships for systemic transformation allowed the researchers to 
honor that complexity. 
  

1.4.2 Purpose  
 
The purpose of this research is to explore what can be learned about collaborative relationship 
building in initiatives working towards a sustainable finance system, and from the findings 
develop strategic recommendations for future facilitators of similar collaborative initiatives. 
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1.4.3 Research Questions 
 
RQ1: What lessons can be learned about collaborative relationship building from initiatives that 
aim for a sustainable finance system, and how could this research support that transformation 
process?  

 
RQ 1.1: What are the enablers of, and barriers to, collaborative relationship building? 
 
RQ 1.2: How is collaborative relationship building facilitated and how do the facilitation 
techniques relate directly to the relationship dimensions of partnership, risk and 
vulnerability, and protection? 

  
RQ 1.3: How do the participants respond to the processes aimed at building collaborative 
relationships? 

  

1.4.4 Scope and Limitations 
 
The focus of this research is to examine relationship building for effective collaborative 
initiatives for systems wide change of the finance system towards sustainability. Given the 
limited timeframe, the research addresses the initial stage of relationship building rather than 
what it takes to maintain them. Also due to the timeline, and to the complexity of finance 
systems, the research has been scoped down to the finance system of the United Kingdom, where 
all data has been collected from an exploratory case study of the Finance Innovation Lab looking 
at how they are working with relationship building in the initiatives that they facilitate. Selection 
criteria for the case study can be found in section 2.2.2.   
 
The researchers have chosen to focus on collaborative initiatives for finance system change, and 
therefore the recommendations in this research are designed for the audience of facilitators and 
participants taking part in such initiatives. It is beyond the scope of this research to test the 
recommendations outlined in this research. 
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2 Methodology  
 
2.1 Research Design 
 
The research design is based on Maxwell’s Interactive Model for Research Design (Maxwell 
2013). The model has four parts: goal, conceptual framework, methods, and validity. Maxwell’s 
approach recognizes the non-linearity of social research and allows for constant iteration 
amongst the different design aspects, allowing the researchers to reflect consistently on the 
progress of the research and the structure of the design to ensure alignment. This design was 
chosen as it treats the research as a living process, which allowed the researchers to evolve and 
adjust the different design aspects as new understanding arose (Maxwell 2013).  
 

 
Figure 2.1. Research Design (adapted from Maxwell 2013). 

 
To see more detail about the different parts of this research, please refer to the following sections 
in this report: Goal 1.4.2; Conceptual Framework 1.4.1; Research Questions 1.4.3; Methods 2; 
Validity 2.3. 
 

2.2 Research Phases 
 
The research was done in five phases: 1) Literature Review and Exploratory Interviews; 2) Case 
Study Selection; 3) Interview Design and Selection; 4) Data Collection and Transcription; and 5) 
Data Analysis.   
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Figure 2.2. Research Flow.  

 

2.2.1 Phase One: Literature Review and Exploratory Interviews 
 
The first phase of the research centered around a systematic literature review of the research 
area, as well as exploratory interviews (Appendix C). This phase helped the researchers pair both 
academia and practice. The literature review helped the researchers gain an understanding of the 
finance system and the field of collaboration towards sustainability, to identify the gap in 
research, and to develop research questions. The literature review in all of its stages included 
peer-reviewed articles, non-peer reviewed sources when necessary, and previous Master’s in 
Strategic Leadership towards Sustainable Development theses. The researchers referred to the 
reference lists of certain peer-reviewed articles that were especially helpful to guide them 
towards more sources and an overall more complete understanding of the topic at hand. 
 
The first round of literature review was focused on collaboration. Keywords included in this 
phase were: sustainability, collaboration, cross-sector initiatives, systems thinking, and complex 
systems/networks. Each researcher focused on certain key words. The researchers discussed all 
texts, connecting the themes, which were discussed and compared between the researchers to 
continue refining the focus of the research, leading to a second phase of the literature review. 
This second phase gave the researchers further clarity and focus on the research questions. 
Keywords were: financial industry/system/sector, relationship building, and cross-sector 
initiatives. The researchers collected all of the relevant information in various matrices to 
support the emerging understanding of the research gap.  
 
This phase also included open-ended exploratory interviews to aid in coming to clarity around 
the research gap and subsequently in developing research questions. The researchers conducted 
five exploratory interviews, three with collaboration for systems change experts, one with a 
clinical psychologist focused on relationships and currently working towards systemic 
transformation in different countries, and a final exploratory interview with an expert in the 
financial system and sustainability. The expert interviews helped the researchers understand the 
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current reality of the finance system as well as what it might take to move it towards 
sustainability through collaborative efforts.  
 

2.2.2 Phase Two: Case Study Selection  
 
Case Study Selection 
In phase two, the researchers began exploring the approach to collect the data. Before settling on 
a case study design, the researchers explored a descriptive study focused on facilitators of 
systemic change initiatives but quickly realized that comparability of data was going to be 
challenging if not impossible with such a design. Discussing the validity and comparability of 
the desired research study, the researchers ultimately chose a single exploratory case study (Yin 
2003, 23) of the Finance Innovation Lab. The criteria were three-fold: working with initiatives 
aimed at a sustainable finance system, working with collaborative initiatives, and focused on 
relationship-building as a core part of their strategy for systemic transformation. Important for 
selection was also accessibility to the data in the timeline set for the thesis research. Given that 
the Lab is located in the UK, and the UK is the second largest financial hub in the world, the 
researchers focused their work to the UK financial system. 
 
The Finance Innovation Lab 
The Finance Innovation Lab (FIL) answered these criteria, and was the chosen study for this 
research. The FIL is a lab environment aimed at shifting the finance system towards 
sustainability. They do so by building communities of innovators and advocates from a broad 
spectrum of backgrounds who are working for a more sustainable finance system (Finance 
Innovation Lab 2014). 

Relationships lie at the core of the Lab’s theory of change. Their focus on the “how” is the focus 
of this research project, specifically with regards to their focus on relationships and relationship 
building. As noted in an external evaluation of the Lab: 

The overall reflection here is that the Lab occupies a very unique space in terms 
of taking a systemic, action, values-led approach to change finance. Upon initial 
scan there is no other organization with the ambition and the intention of long-
term scale change nor is there any organization that has a developed model, 
methodology and culture for change (Roberts and Sprenger 2012, 38). 

 

2.2.3 Phase Three: Interview Design and Selection 
 
The third phase of research included the design of interview guides and the selection of 
interviewees. A part of the case study was looking at both facilitator and participant experiences, 
as well as observers’ perspectives, to increase objectivity and depth of information as the 
researchers endeavored to answer the research questions.  
 
The researchers developed two interview guides for semi-structured interviews with open-ended 
questions (Bryman 2012). With the facilitator guide, made up of 20 questions, both general 
questions and specific questions focused on the different dimensions of the conceptual lens. With 
the participant interview guide, made up of 28 questions, all questions were open-ended, none 
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directly suggesting the lens dimensions, but some still developed to get a sense of the quality of 
the relationships built and how the different dimensions had been addressed, as well as the 
outcome of those designs. Interview guides were tested with two individuals each. (For full 
interview guides see Appendix B). The observer interviews were conducted as exploratory 
interviews, without a guide, allowing the emergence of information relevant to that observer 
while still focused on relationship building within the initiatives of FIL.  
 
The researchers had initial contact with one of the FIL co-founders, who subsequently connected 
them with other facilitators and participants. Interviews were conducted with five FIL 
conveners/facilitators, out of nine in total, 11 participants, out of 415, and three observers out of 
a total of 26. Both facilitators and participants only had to fulfill one criterion, which was being 
involved in, either currently or in the past, in a FIL initiative. The facilitators were selected by 
access and availability. Researchers gained access to participants through the facilitators, asking 
for as many connections as possible and a varied sampling from different FIL initiatives. Of the 
11 participants suggested to interview from three different FIL initiatives, all accepted and were 
included in the data collection. The access to the observers came through one of the facilitators 
and of the four observers suggested, three responded. 
 

2.2.4 Phase Four: Data Collection and Transcription 
 
As noted above, 19 interviews were conducted from March 24 until April 23, 2014 (Appendix 
C). They varied from 30-75 minutes, the majority being 60 minutes, depending on the 
interviewee’s availability and involvement with the Lab. This also meant that the researchers 
would adapt the interview guide according to the frame available for the interviewees. 
Occasionally due to interview flow, or due to the answer of previous questions, some questions 
would be skipped or reformulated. However, the researchers would always make sure that all 
key points were covered.  Interviews were conducted via Skype, ten with video and nine with 
sound only. The researchers assured all interviewees before the interview started that they had 
the option to be anonymous, and that they could make that the decision after the interview. All 
interviewees stated that the researchers could disclose their names. The researchers audio-
recorded and transcribed all 19 interviews, as it allowed for a more thorough examination and 
permitted repeated examination of the interviewee responses.  

Two researchers were present in each interview, except for six interviews in which only one 
researcher was present. In the interviews with two researchers, one acted as the primary 
interviewer, while the other took notes and identified key themes. With each facilitator 
interview, the researchers requested any supporting documents outlining process flows, 
objectives, and methodologies that could add to the data collection to help triangulate results. 
After the interview was conducted, each researcher wrote up a narrative describing their 
experience and perspective on the interview. These notes were used in later data analysis. Both 
Maxwell and Bryman state the importance of consistent data analysis as soon as interviews are 
conducted and transcribed, in the form of notes and narratives, which prompted the researchers 
to adopt this strategy (Maxwell 2013; Bryman 2012). As interviews were conducted, the third 
researcher, who was not present in the interview, transcribed each interview entirely so that each 
researcher had knowledge of the full content from each interview.  
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2.2.5 Phase Five: Data Analysis 
 
Designed with help from both Maxwell (2013) and Bryman (2012), the coding process began 
with creating the five pre-determined organizational categories relating to the conceptual 
framework: “partnership”, “risk and vulnerability”, “protection”, “enablers” (relating to enablers 
for building collaborative relationships), and “unclassified” (relating to data that did not fir into 
other categories). Upon looking at the initial transcriptions, the researchers realized the need to 
add four additional categories of “outcomes” (anything related to the outcome of the relationship 
building process), and “barriers” (relating to anything being an obstacle or a barrier to 
relationship building), and “general processes” (including all processes that were not aimed at a 
specific dimension of the conceptual lens but the overall relationship building). The researchers 
coded everything in the initial eight categories to the extent possible, and anything remaining 
went into the “unclassified” category. The researchers also reviewed 17 documents from FIL, 
but as the session objectives in the documents were overarching, and as it was difficult to know 
if one process was focused on relationship building, or if it was aimed at accomplishing a 
different goal. Therefore, the data was not included in the results.  
 
Applying key phrases to the data, one researcher conducted initial open coding for both the 
interview and the documents received from facilitators within the eight organizational categories 
of both the interview data and the documents (Appendix E). Once initial coding was done, a 
second researcher conducted a second coding in which all codes were analyzed against the 
specific content from the interview from which the code was created. Upon agreement, the 
second coder moved the codes as well as the related comments from the transcription into the 
relevant categories in the coding matrix (Appendix D).  
 
Once all coding was complete, the matrix contained 1121 codes for participant interviews, 489 
codes for facilitators, 183 codes for observers, and 76 document codes, a total of 1869 codes. 
Due to the high number of codes, the researchers organized the data into substantive sub-
categories (Maxwell 2013, 108). Within each sub-category, the researchers conducted focused 
coding (Bryman 2012, 569) to further organize data.  

The researchers went through a four-day process aligning the sub-categories and concepts across 
participant, facilitator, and observer data. Each researcher presented their findings to the team 
and elaborated in detail on the different sub-categories and concepts. The researchers then 
compared across the categories and assured consistency across category, sub-category, and 
concept titles and content. When the researchers came together to compare results, most of the 
sub-categories aligned from the beginning, however the concepts did not always match, which 
allowed for the emergence of complexity and constructive discussions within the research team.  
In these instances, and when a code or concept did not seem to fit in any sub-category but still 
seemed important, the researchers put it in a temporary category called “parking lot” to avoid the 
risk of losing valuable data. At the end of the coding, the “parking lot” was then reviewed and 
the concepts were grouped and brought into the results as “other learnings”. When disagreement 
arose, the codes and actual comments related to it were checked by the researchers. In some 
cases the researchers returned to the interview transcriptions for clarity.  
 
Within each category, sub-categories were defined as answering one or more of the research 
questions. When entering into this phase, the researchers also realized that a portion of the codes 
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from the participant responses should be re-categorized into a new category in order to answer 
RQ 1.3 in a clearer way. The category of “Feedback” was then created and used when 
participants evaluated the process, or in other ways gave input on how to improve the process or 
the quality of the relationships. 
 
How the categorical data was used to answer the RQs is shown in table 2.1: 
 

Table 2.1. Categorical Data Use. 
RQ Category 

RQ 1.1 Enablers, Barriers 
RQ 1.2 Process sub-categories from: 

Partnership, Risk and Vulnerability, Protection, and General Processes 
RQ 1.3 Outcome, Feedback 
Other Learnings Unclassified 

 
As the researchers worked on results, each researcher was the main responsible for working on a 
research question. That included doing the final grouping of sub-categories and concepts, and in 
some cases merging categories as was done, for example, to answer RQ 1.2 and RQ 1.3. When 
doing this work the researchers were following a set of guidelines to ensure alignment of the 
data. They created sub-categories when something was mentioned by 50% or more of the 
interview group, and if it was mentioned by 50% or more of the respondents within that sub-
category then they created a concept. When the first version of results was complete, each 
researcher would double check the counting and the codes of another researcher, to ensure that it 
was done correctly and to minimize the risk of mistakes. The same was then done for the written 
part of the results.  
 

2.3 Validity, Assumptions, and Biases 
 
Researchers 
All three researchers came from western countries and had facilitation backgrounds. It is 
important to note that these perspectives had likely influenced the design of the study including, 
but not limited to, case study selection, research design, and data analysis. That said, the 
researchers were three, aiding in the objectivity of the research design and results and discussion. 

Research Content 
The researchers assumed that the Finance Innovation Lab was doing effective work developing 
the kind of relationships that would enable collaborations towards systemic transformation in the 
finance system to be successful. They still believed this to be a relevant case study given the 
criteria outlined above in Section 2.2.2, even though the UK finance system had not yet reached 
sustainability.  

Sample Size of Participants 
Having access to 11 out of 415 participants could have meant that every point brought up by a 
participant is of high significance, and that made it hard to generalize results overall. Therefore 
the researchers designed a very rigorous process of transcription and coding to ensure, to the 
extent possible, that no comment from any one participant was overlooked. 
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Interviews 
All interviewed participants were suggested by FIL staff themselves, which could have biased 
the selection process. Along with that, interviewees might not have trusted the researchers with 
their commitment to anonymity and may have feared that their opinions would be shared with 
FIL staff. None of the interviewees, however, asked to be anonymous and they willingly shared 
their experiences. 
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3 Results 
 
In this chapter results are presented in the order of the research questions and followed by other 
learnings that emerged from the data. 
 
A category is the largest clustering of data, a sub-category the next grouping, and a concept the 
most specific classification. Sub-categories presented in this section were mentioned by ≥50% of 
interviewees in a group, and concepts are included when they are mentioned by ≥50% of 
respondents speaking to a sub-category. When data is presented in a table, the grey boxes 
symbolizes a sub-category and white boxes the belonging concepts.  
 
Due to the sample size, all answers are potentially significant, and hence considered important. 
Therefore, if responses are not attributed to determined categories, they are mentioned if directly 
spoken to by an individual interviewee five times or more.  
 

3.1 Results of RQ 1.1 

 
This section speaks to RQ 1.1: What are the enablers of, and barriers to, collaborative 
relationship-building? 
 
For the sub-research question 1.1, the results were divided into the categories of “Enablers” and 
“Barriers.” From there, sub-categories and concepts were developed for both facilitators and 
participants to address both perspectives separately. For both categories the results refer to what 
the interviewees, based on their experience, believe are key to building relationships building for 
a sustainable finance system, and not necessarily what was present in the initiatives that they 
were part of.  

3.1.1 Enablers of Building Collaborative Relationships 
 
The data in this section explores enablers that are needed in building collaborative relationships 
for finance systems change. In the interview guides (Appendix B) for both facilitators and 
participants, interviewees were asked explicitly what those elements were. Sometimes this 
response would also appear in answers to questions about the different dimensions (protection, 
risk and vulnerability, and partnership) or in speaking about the overall process of the 
relationship building. Mainly, however, the answers came from the following questions: 
 
Facilitator 
interview 

In your experience, what are the key components/elements that need to 
be in place to build a strong relationship between the collaborators? 

Participant 
interview 

What are the most important components to focus on when building  
these collaborative relationships? 

 
The enablers results are presented under the headlines of “key elements” and “design elements” 
see Table 3.1 for a detailed description of the concepts that emerged. 
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 Key elements: Elements that are needed to build the relationships. They are called key 
elements as they are the pieces which, when put together, enable the relationship to form. 
 

 Design elements: Elements of processes, sessions, or collaborative initiatives that should 
be incorporated as any facilitator designs a process in which building collaborative 
relationships is a goal.  
 

Table 3.1. Enablers: Concept Descriptions. 
  Description 
Key Elements 

Common purpose Having a common purpose to work towards as the foundation of the 
relationship 

Openness and 
vulnerability 

Willingness to open up and be vulnerable as an individual in the group 

Time Having sufficient time to build the relationships as well as being patient and 
taking the time that sometimes is needed 

Open-mindedness Being open-minded and respectful towards others and what they bring to the 
collaboration 

Trust Trusting the collective and each other 
Shared values Having a set of shared values among participants and for the collaboration 
Space A space, both physical and emotional, that enables the relationship building 

Self-awareness Self-awareness and self-management, empowering relationship building as 
well as personal development and learning 

Focus on unity Focusing on similarities instead of differences, and on what can unite the 
individuals 

Design Elements 
Personal 
connection 

Connecting on the personal level and forming friendships and relationships 
that go beyond working relationships 

Meeting in 
person 

Having the opportunity to meet in person on a regular basis 

Social/informal 
activities 

Spending time together in a social or informal setting 

Shared 
experiences 

Living shared experiences together 

Dialogue and 
conversation 

Engaging in dialogue and conversations together 

Personal sharing Personal sharing between the individuals within the group 
Facilitation Having a neutral facilitator who is open and transparent throughout the 

process 
 

Of the nine concepts within “key elements” both groups each spoke to eight of them. “Design 
elements”, however, only emerged in the participant data at this point in the interviews. Figure 
3.1 and the following section elaborates on the results for both interview groups. 
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Figure 3.1. Enablers. 

 
Facilitators’ View on Enablers of Relationship Building 
Some of the “key elements” were emphasized more by the facilitators by them mentioning it 
several times in the interviews. “Openness and vulnerability” was spoken to the most as two of 
the facilitators mentioned the concept five times, and the other two facilitators brought it up 
twice. “Open-mindedness” and “trust” were also brought up several times; one facilitator 
mentioned “Open-mindedness” seven times in the interview, “trust” was mentioned five times 
by one facilitator. 
 
Both “openness and vulnerability”, and “open-mindedness” also came up when facilitators spoke 
to the third dimension of the container “protection”, and how these are important characteristics 
of the protective culture needed to enable the relationship to be built between the participants. 
 
“Self-awareness” was another concept that was spoken to five times by a facilitator, and “time” 
was spoken to by one facilitator seven times. “Time” also came up mostly when speaking of the 
dimension of risk and vulnerability, and it was mentioned several times how one needs to be 
patient as it takes time for people to feel safe enough to be open and vulnerable. 
 
It is also important to notice that some design elements also were mentioned by facilitators, such 
as “personal connection” and “facilitation”, however only by one or two facilitators, and 
therefore not making it as a sub-category or concept in the results. 
 
Participants’ View on Enablers of Relationship Building 
The concepts from participants were mostly mentioned between one and three times by each 
participant, however the design element of “meeting in person”, the key elements of “time”, and 
“open-mindedness”, all had some participants emphasizing those points by mentioning them 
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more times throughout the interview. “Meeting in person” was repeatedly spoken to by two 
participants, one person spoke to it five times and another spoke to it six times. “Time” was 
mentioned six times by one participant, and “open-mindedness” was mentioned eight times by 
another participant. This indicates that the elements were very important to the participants 
bringing them up. 
 
Worth mentioning is that the top three enablers according to participants are all “Design 
Elements”: Personal Connection, Meeting in Person, and Social/Informal Activities. 
 

3.1.2 Barriers to Building Collaborative Relationships 
 
The data in this section defines the barriers to relationship building in a collaborative initiative 
towards finance systems change. In the interview guide (Appendix B) for both facilitators and 
participants questions were asked explicitly about potential barriers. Sometimes this answer 
would also appear in answers to questions about the different dimensions (protection, risk and 
vulnerability, and partnership), or from questions to the processes of the relationship building, 
however, the answers mainly came from following questions: 
 
Facilitator 
interview 

In your experience, in general, what are the obstacles to relationship 
building in cross-sector collaborations for systems change? 

Participant 
interview 

And in your experience, what are the obstacles for relationship-building? 

 
As a result for the category “barriers,” three sub-categories were found across both data sets: 
 

 System Barriers: Barriers related to how the current financial system makes it harder to 
collaborate. 
 

 Institutional Barriers: Barriers coming from the organizations that the participants are a 
part of and represent in the collaboration. 

 
 People Barriers: Barriers related to the attitudes and capacities of the individuals 

independently from external factors such as their organization. 
 
“Lack of an enabler” is not presented here as a barrier, as all enablers are already presented 
above in section 3.1. It is worth it to mention, however, that some interviewees in both groups 
mentioned not having the enablers in place as a barrier. 
 
If any of the sub-categories had more than one concept, the concepts are presented here ranked 
according to which concept was mentioned the most. 
 
Facilitators’ View on Barriers to Relationship Building 
System Barriers: Three out of five of the facilitators mentioned the barriers to collaborative 
relationships imposed by the financial system. They specifically spoke to how the system makes 
it more difficult to collaborate when the norm is working in silos both inside and across sectors, 
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and that the system in general is working under the neoliberal construct. It was also brought up 
that a barrier to individual participation can be personal consequences, such as missing out on a 
promotion, or even in some cases facing potential legal consequences. 
 
Institutional Barriers: All five facilitators spoke to the barriers of the organizations that the 
participants are a part of and represent in the collaboration, and as well as how those can restrain 
the individual in his or her ability to fully engage and be present in the collaborative 
relationships. Two main themes were spoken to by a majority of the facilitators:  
 

1. Lack of support of the individual from the home organization to participate in, and spend 
resources on, the collaboration, was spoken to by three facilitators. 

2. Organizational egos and the need to have an organizational claim on outcomes, which 
can create the difficulty and barrier of sharing profile with other organizations, was 
spoken to by two facilitators. One of them mentioned this point six times. 

 
People Barriers: Three of the five facilitators spoke to this and the main concept was that 
participants sometimes lack the skills and knowledge necessary for enabling an effective 
collaboration. They specifically spoke to prejudices, lack of a systems thinking perspective, lack 
of listening skills, and lack of an understanding of participatory approaches. 
 
One facilitator also mentioned in this sub-category how individual egos get in the way of 
relationship building, as well as power dynamics between the individuals. 
 
Participants’ View on Barriers to Relationship Building 
System Barriers: System barriers emerged within 10 of the participant interviews, and two 
concepts emerged: 
 

1. Eight participants spoke about how in the current system organizations work in silos and 
in competitive environments, making collaboration more difficult.  

2. Three participants mentioned how the current system is a barrier in itself and how the 
current structure complicates the effectiveness of the collaborative relationships in 
achieving systems-wide change. 

 
Institutional Barriers: Eight of the 11 participants spoke to “institutional barriers:” 
 

1. Eight participants mentioned not having enough access to resources, especially forms of 
funding, but also capacity and individual resources such as balancing personal life with 
working hours. 

2. Similar to facilitators, four participants mentioned lack of support to the individual from 
the home organization with regards to collaboration participation and resource 
commitment.  

3. Four participants mentioned the barrier of people bringing their individual organizational 
agendas into the collaboration instead of committing fully to the common purpose. 

4. Similar to facilitators, three participants mentioned the restraint of organizational egos 
and the need to make a claim on outcomes. 
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People Barriers: Each participant spoke to “people barriers,” and the one concept they spoke to 
the most was how closed-mindedness and unwillingness to learn about others in the 
collaboration is a barrier to relationship building. 
 
Other things spoken to in this sub-category by the participants were how individual egos, lack of 
commitment, power dynamics, and individuals being stuck with the mindset of the current 
financial system could also be barriers to the building effective collaborative relationships.  
 

3.2 Results to RQ 1.2  
 
This section speaks to the RQ 1.2: How is collaborative relationship building facilitated, and 
how do the facilitation techniques relate directly to the relationship dimensions of partnership, 
risk and vulnerability, and protection? 
 
This sub-research question explores all of the processes that the FIL used to build relationships 
within their collaborative initiatives. It does not aim to explore the response from participants, 
the effectiveness of the methodologies, nor how many times each process was mentioned, but 
rather to present the reader with an exploration of what processes are used to build collaborative 
relationships that can support systems change.  
 
The data on all processes was taken from the categories of “general processes,” “partnership,” 
“risk and vulnerability,” and “protection” and grouped together to present a thorough view on all 
of the processes used to build relationships. Individual codes related to processes numbered 400, 
leading the researchers to explore overall trends in results. Processes specific to the container 
dimensions are then presented for “partnership,” “risk and vulnerability,” and “protection.” 
 

3.2.1 General Processes 
 
The researchers grouped all processes or process-related data into one data set in order to answer 
RQ 1.2. Both facilitators and participants spoke to the processes used to build relationships. In 
order to weight the responses correctly, they were assessed in their original sample grouping. 
Based on their score (≥50%), participant and facilitator data were then grouped together in order 
to get a full sense of the processes that enabled relationship building in collaborative initiatives 
within the FIL.  
 
Processes presented in these results range from the specifics of how to develop shared group 
agreements to the more intangible elemental processes of cultivating trust and incorporating 
dialogue and conversation. This distinction is important, as the processes explored in the large 
quantity of data are a broad description of what was used to build collaborative relationships 
within the FIL.  
 
In the interview guide for facilitators, 11 out of 20 questions were directed at processes (Q3, Q6, 
Q8, Q10, Q11-Q17 in Appendix B).  
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In the participant interview guide, 16 out of 28 questions asked about processes (Q2-Q4, Q6, 
Q12-Q14, Q16-Q22, Q24-Q25 in Appendix B).  
 
Within the different sub-categories from both data sets different concepts arose, the notable of 
which are explored in the sections below. Data is presented under the headlines of “design 
elements” and “specific processes”, and an overview can be found below in Figure 3.2. 
 

 
Figure 3.2. General Processes. 

 
Design Elements 
As in section 3.1, “design elements” refers to elements of processes, sessions, or collaborative 
initiatives that were incorporated as any facilitator designs a process in which building 
collaborative relationships is a goal. In this section, the “design elements” that were mentioned 
as present in the FIL processes are highlighted. Eight “design elements” emerged from the data 
where five were spoken to by facilitators (F) and five as well by participants (P). Below, 
facilitator and participant data will be presented separately under each “design element”, starting 
from the most mentioned.   
                                                                                    
Facilitation (F and P): Facilitation was noted by both participants and facilitators to be an 
integral part of building relationships in collaborations for systems change.  
 
In facilitator data, this sub-category had a total of six concepts which all were mentioned two or 
more times. The concepts were: “participant selection,” “convene,” “design,” “model behavior,” 
“challenge people,” and “create space.” The initial role of the facilitator is to select and convene 
the participants. The criteria brought up in the interviews for participant selection were self-
awareness and awareness of group dynamics, as well as motivational drive of the individual to 
take part of the collaboration. After that came “design”. One facilitator stated the importance of 
the process design: “most of our efforts go into process design, getting the process right so that 
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people can build these relationships” (Interview F#1). With that comes “model behavior”, in 
which the facilitator role models behaviors like authenticity, vulnerability, and trust to encourage 
such behavior in others. A part of building relationships is also about challenging people to go 
beyond their comfort zones. Finally, the facilitator role is important in creating the space where 
collaborative relationships can emerge, a space that is non-judgmental, safe, welcoming, and 
supportive. This type of space was stated to enable connection and trust. 
 
Participants noted that the facilitation was important for their ability to build relationships with 
others. Four concepts emerged: “participant selection,” “set the purpose,” “model behavior,” and 
“create space.” Similar to the facilitators, four participants spoke to the importance of participant 
selection. Here some comments also were about how the selection process had built trust in the 
facilitators, and how it had helped clarify commitment and expectations from the beginning. All 
of the comments in “set the purpose” spoke to the facilitators’ involvement in deciding upon the 
purpose of the collaboration, either making it explicit before the initiative began, or in the 
beginning of the initiative itself. These comments occurred in tandem with the comments on co-
creation as well. Similar to the facilitator comments, participants noted that facilitators modeling 
behavior is a positive part of the relationship building process. Comments were directed at 
modeling openness and honesty, trust, supportiveness, and vulnerability. The facilitator’s role in 
creating space was also present in the participant data. Participants noted the ability to speak 
openly, understand each other by speaking a common language, challenge each other and yet 
still feel comfortable, and share concerns.  
 
Dialogue and Conversation (F and P): All facilitators noted dialogue and conversation as 
supporting relationship building. Active listening and action learning were noted as a big part of 
how to have productive conversations, as was an appreciative framing within the dialogue. 
Asking challenging questions was also noted as a way to build relationships through dialogue 
and conversation.  
 
Similar to the facilitator data, participants spoke to the processes of conversations and dialogue, 
although not as emphasized as in the facilitator data. Within this data, participants spoke to skills 
that are a part of effective dialogue and conversation, such as active listening and peer-to-peer 
feedback. 
 
Organic Evolution (P): Participants mentioned organic evolution as being a part of the process 
that was helpful in building collaborative relationships. The facilitators were able to facilitate 
that which emerged organically and use it as a part of the process. Comments in this sub-
category were directed towards setting the agenda of the meetings and purpose of the overall 
collaborative, and collaborative initiatives moving out of the FIL-driven initiatives. Many 
comments were directed at how, throughout the process of the initiative, the agenda evolved to 
be able to hold what emerged from the group. 
 
Social/Informal Activities (P): Participants mentioned that social and informal activities had 
been part of the process. Examples of activities were such as going to the pub after the formal 
meeting agendas, cooking and cleaning together, or engaging in more informal celebratory 
activities together. One participant said: “[…] the retreat that we had in Wales where we did 
activities together, you know we cooked and cleaned together, it was like a few days of 
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communal living, and partying and discussing and all that. And I think that that also cemented 
the trust and those relationships” (Interview P#5). 
 
Structure (P): Participants noted that the structure of the initiative that they were a part of added 
to the ability to build relationships. There were no concepts within this sub-category; the 
comments, however, pointed to the fact that having a facilitator design and lead the sessions was 
helpful, and that creativity and co-creation enabled people to have good opportunities to build 
relationships with each other.   
 
Participatory Process (F): Facilitators spoke to participatory processes as being the guiding 
overarching methodology for their facilitation techniques. Included in this data were techniques 
such as World Café and Open Space. Using participatory approaches was noted as being 
important as they ensure participation in a non-threatening way.  
 
Co-Creation (F): Facilitators touted co-creation as a method important in building relationships. 
Facilitators spoke mostly to how co-creation can help to create the purpose of the initiative and 
how it can be used to create ideas for collaboration beyond the initiative that participants are a 
part of with the FIL. Facilitators named co-creation as an effective approach when devising 
collaborative systemic solutions to the current challenges within the financial system. 
 
Personal Connection (F): Facilitators made a number of comments related to the importance of 
connecting on a personal level and forming relationships that surpass the working realm, such as 
sharing individual passion and leaving professional profiles behind, which both enable people to 
come to the collaborative initiatives as themselves.  
 

Important in the opening of any seminar is, kind of, saying to people why are you 
here personally? So when I kick these things off, especially when I’m working 
with business people, I say to them for instance, I want to know why you’re here 
as a professional, so don’t tell me you’re head of this or head of that or associate 
director or director or partner or something. I want to know why it is that you 
personally want to be here today. What is your personal passion? (Interview F#4). 
 

The facilitators also intentionally design deep experiences to enable authentic and intimate 
connection.  
 
Specific Processes 
Several “specific processes” also emerged from the data. These refer to concrete tools that can be 
used to build effective collaborative relationships. 
 
Retreat (P): Many of the participants had been part of a weekend long retreat associated with 
one of the initiatives, which occurred early on in their time together. The retreat had an agenda 
consisting of both formal and informal/social time. 
 
Check-In and Check-Out (P): Checking-in and checking-out were noted to encourage that 
everyone’s voice is spoken and heard, and as processes helping to create a sense of safety. One 
person described: “at the start of each day we’ll do a quick go around and people are asked their 
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opinion on a certain question […] it allows us to get to know each other personally and therefore 
help our organizations work together” (Interview P#3). Another participants stated: “[…] 
everyone had to be vulnerable so you know, you realized well everyone else is having a go so I 
will too” (Interview P#10). 
 
Small Groups (P): Small group work and conversations were noted as processes that helped to 
build relationships in participant interviews. Small groups were defined as twos, threes, and 
fours, as well as break-out groups. 
 

3.2.2 Dimensional Processes 
 
In this section the researchers present the processes aimed specifically at the three dimensions of 
“partnership”, “risk and vulnerability”, and “protection”, according both to participants and to 
facilitators. The research question is still RQ 1.2, and specific processes related to the container 
dimensions are explored. Interview questions were directed toward each dimension of the 
container, and each dimension is presented with both facilitator and participant data. In 
facilitator interviews, the researchers presented the “Container model for relationships”, and the 
particular dimension, asked whether they felt the dimension was present, and, if so, then asked 
how, specifically, the dimension was developed within the initiative (See Q12-Q14 in Appendix 
B). Participants, on the other hand, were not presented with the specifics of the container, but 
rather asked, with descriptions of the dimension, whether the dimension existed within the 
collaborative, and, if so, how they were developed (See Q5-Q7, Q17-22 in Appendix B). 
Therefore, most dimensions have “specific processes” as a concept. Below, facilitator and 
participant data are presented separately, with participant data presented first and facilitator data 
second within each dimension. 
 
Partnership 
The first dimension of the container is the “partnership” and what people in the relationship are 
partnering on. When engaging in a collaborative initiative, relationships are present, and the 
purpose of entering into those relationships depends largely on the purpose of the initiative. The 
following processes were found as specifically aiming to address the partnership dimension. 
 

Table 3.2. Processes addressing Partnership Dimension. 
Partnership Dimension 

Sub-categories and concepts F #/5 P #/11 
How purpose emerges 5/5 10/11 
Organic evolution 3/5 9/11 
Specific processes 4/5 7/11 
Facilitator role 4/5  
 
Participants spoke to “organic evolution” as one of the main ways that collaborative purposes 
were decided upon, in that, it had emerged as they spent more time together. The facilitators set 
the theoretical groundwork for the systemic changes needed in the finance system, and beyond 
that, participants explored what they could do together within the current reality of the finance 
system. Collaborative purpose depended much on their relationships with each other and the 
topics explored in conversations during the sessions. One participant said:  
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We basically had these meetings once a month, which were quite a sort of 
evolutionary iterative process at first. So literally at the end of every meeting, 
they would say “do we want to carry on having these meetings? What did people 
find useful, what did people not feel useful? So we have another one next month” 
And then it sort of gradually became more formalized and […] that was pretty 
much it (Interview P#11). 

 
The participants also, however, spoke to that “specific processes” were important in setting the 
purpose of the collaborative, and in turn, building the collaborative relationships. Participants 
noted that having an understanding of the financial system aided in devising the purpose. Co-
creation, small group work, democratic decision-making, and time were all mentioned as 
important in setting the purpose, as were creatively brainstorming leverage points and strategic 
interventions to shift the finance system.  
 
Facilitators also spoke to the organic evolution of the process. Within the “specific processes” 
concept, facilitators spoke to philosophical inquiry, and exploring shared values, intention, and 
motivation together. They also developed sessions when participants explored what their dream 
outcomes of the collaboration would be.  
 
Risk and Vulnerability 
The second dimension of the container for relationships is the “risk and vulnerability” 
dimension. When people enter into collaboration, having to take risks and be vulnerable is 
inherent. This dimension was spoken to as specifically aiming to help people open up to take 
risks and be vulnerable. 
 

Table 3.3. Processes addressing Risk and Vulnerability Dimension. 
Risk and Vulnerability Dimension 

Sub-categories and concepts F #/5 P #/11 
Specific processes enabling risk and vulnerability to be present 4/5  
Challenging processes 3/5  
Facilitator role 4/5  
Model behavior 3/5  
Challenge people 2/5  
Check-in and check-out  6/11 
 
Within the participant data the only concept that occurred significantly was the power of the 
“check-in and check-out” processes in enabling people to be vulnerable and express that 
vulnerability. The talking piece was also mentioned as a part of these processes, with specific 
focus on how the talking piece gave participants the focus of the conversation as well as giving 
their peers the opportunity to truly listen to them. 
 
Facilitators were more explicit with their focus on enabling risk and vulnerability to be present in 
the initiatives. Within the sub-category of “specific processes enabling risk and vulnerability to 
be present,” facilitators mentioned that their role was to ask challenging questions and to use 
‘disruptive processes’ such as World Café and Open Space and even creativity within those 
processes, such as building with clay and drawing. In those processes, facilitators saw their role 
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in drawing people out of their shells as important primarily through challenging them (one 
concept within the sub-category) and modeling behavior (the second notable concept). Facilitator 
interviewee #1 said: “And the other thing that we do […] is to model […] vulnerability and 
sharing kind of personal more emotional, not responses but insights, or being willing to admit 
things that scare us.” Another facilitator stated:  
 

I think it’s about just saying you know, I don’t know the answer here. And in the 
kind of alpha male city world just to say to people I don’t have a clue what the 
answer is here immediately gives them permission to say I don’t either […] and 
it’s kind of massive release people kind of breathe out deeply” (Interview F#4). 

 
Protection 
The third dimension of the container for the relationship is the dimension of “protection”. When 
entering into a collaborative relationship, protective mechanisms will be needed to be set in 
place in order to protect the individuals and the partnership they are engaged in. These processes 
were mentioned as processes enabling protection of the collaborative relationships. 
 

Table 3.4. Processes addressing Protection Dimension. 
Protection Dimension 

Sub-categories and concepts F #/5 P #/11 
Processes to develop a protective culture 3/5  
Specific processes 3/5  
Smaller groups  3/11 
Co-creation of protective mechanisms  4/11 
Homework  4/11 
Role of facilitator  8/11 
Space creation 3/5  
Facilitator ensure protective mechanisms explicitly  5/11 
Facilitators are open to feedback and act on concerns  5/11 
 
Participants spoke notably to three concepts within the sub-category of “processes to develop a 
protective culture”: working in “smaller groups”, “co-creation of protective mechanisms”, and 
“homework”. Specifically in smaller groups, participants talked about working principles and 
how to work well together. Similarly, when speaking to how protective mechanisms were 
developed, such as values and decision-making, the groups often co-created those. “Homework” 
also added a level of accountability worth noting. The participants also noted the “role of the 
facilitator” in creating a protective culture, specifically by explicitly speaking to and ensuring 
protective mechanisms and by being open to feedback and acting on concerns, which were the 
two concepts that emerged within the subcategory.  
 
Specific processes that facilitators noted that help the development of a protective culture were 
things such as applying the principles of Open Space, Appreciative Inquiry, conversations in 
twos and triads, listening, participatory processes, and encouraging sharing feelings.  The role of 
the facilitator is, again, crucial in developing a protective culture within the initiative, from 
helping the participants feel safe in the unknown, to encouraging them to take risks together, to 
understanding what is needed at any given moment, being curious and asking questions to 
encourage participation, offering opportunities for reflection.  Facilitators also spoke about 
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which specific structures are a part of a protective culture, such as knowing the time frame of the 
initiative when committing, understanding the purpose, and partnership agreements. In informal 
collaborations, facilitators spoke to the fact that formal agreements or mechanisms were not 
necessary, and could develop when necessary. 
 

3.3 Results to RQ 1.3 
 
The data in this section is set to answer RQ 1.3: How do the participants respond to the processes 
aimed at building collaborative relationships? 
 
This section explores the responses to the processes that the FIL used to build relationships 
within their collaborative initiatives. It aids in understanding how participants reacted to the 
processes and in gaining a better understanding of the impact of the processes. 
 
To answer the research question, the codes in all the participant categories relating to feedback 
and outcome were re-sorted into sub-categories and concepts under the two emerging categories 
of “feedback” and “outcome”. It should be noted that the following results explore the general 
response from participants in the initiatives rather than the effectiveness of specific 
methodologies. The data comes mainly from the following questions in the participant 
interviews: 
 

Table 3.5. Interview Questions Related to RQ1.3. 
 

Outcome Feedback 
Quality of 
relationships 

How would you describe the quality of 
the current relationships of the different 
individuals of initiative X? 

 

Trust In your experience, to what degree do 
people trust each other in the initiative? 

What could be done to increase the degree 
of trust in the collaboration? 

Commitment In your experience, how is the level of 
commitment from the participants in the 
collaboration? 

What could be done to increase the degree 
of commitment in the collaboration? 

Effective 
collaboration 

Do you feel that the relationship that you 
have will enable the collaboration to be 
successful? 

Why/why not do you feel that the 
relationship that you have will enable the 
collaboration to be successful? 

Learnings  From this collaboration, have you learned 
something new about relationships that you 
did not know before? 

Advice  What would be your advice for others who 
are part of building a relationship in cross-
sector collaborations / collaborations? 

 
 
Table 3.6 gives an overview of the sub-categories that emerged, the concepts and how many 
participants spoke to them. It is important to highlight that if eight participants perceived 
something as good, it does not automatically mean that two perceived it as negative. The 
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numbers simply represent how many participants spoke to that aspect. Grey represents the sub-
category and white means that it is a concept. 
 

Table 3.6. Outcomes Related to the Relationship Dimensions. 
Outcome Description Count 

Common purpose 
Purpose was mainly clear, but not for everyone in the 
initiative 

10/11 

Purpose was clear Movement building, organizational alignment, relationship-
building 

8/11 

Purpose was not clear 
Purpose probably unclear for some, unclear what the 
purpose is not 

5/11 

Initiative enabled openness 
and vulnerability 

Open and inclusive atmosphere where people were open 
and honest 

10/11 

Initiative enabled safe space Felt welcome, included, protected, safe, non-threatening 8/11 

Participants spoke their mind 
Raised questions, concerns, regrets, needs, feelings, 
opinions 

7/11 

Participants were open and 
honest 

Exchanged info, were casual, genuinely honest, and had no 
particular personal or organizational agenda 

6/11 

 
Table 3.7. Outcomes Relating to Enablers and Barriers of the Relationship Building. 

Outcome Description Count 
Positive elements of the 
process 

Equality, co-creation, external speakers, peer feedback, 
time 

9/11 

  Processes are creative 
 

Innovative and different processes, that also enable 
creativity 

5/11 

Process structure was good Effective process structure, many opportunities for dialogue 3/11 
Socializing and informal 

setting 
Time for chatting and relaxing, both deep and informal 
meetings 

3/11 

Facilitator was important Facilitator was referred to as competent and important 8/11 
Hard skills Felt welcome, included, protected, safe, non-threatening 8/11 

Soft skills 
Raised questions, concerns, regrets, needs, feelings, 
opinions 

3/11 

Personal development 
Better listener, more broad-minded, changed perspective, 
confidence, self-awareness, more committed to systems 
change 

6/11 

  More open-minded Let go of prejudices, less confrontational, broad-
mindedness, more tolerant 

3/11 
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Table 3.8. Feedback Related to Shortcomings of the Relationship Building. 
Feedback Description Count 

Process of initiative could 
be improved 

Want place to air concerns, frustration over gender 
representation, wish for small groups, more solution-
focused, etc. 

10/11 

  Structure and strategy 
after formal collaboration 

can be improved 

Sustained coordination and planning. Purpose beyond 
initiative should be discussed and set 

5/11 
 

Participants were not 
completely open and 

honest 

Inevitably, people were not completely honest. 
Unofficial complaining. Anonymized feedback 
structure was not put in place 

3/11 

 
Other data in this sub-category: One person mentioned five times the wish for more external 
speakers with good practice examples. Another participant mentioned 10 times that it would have 
been better to be more included in the process of creating the framing around the system 
challenge, to feel more represented and positioned as a contributor in the initiative.  
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Table 3.9. Data relating to Outcomes of the Initiative. 
Outcome Description #/11 

Effectiveness of 
collaboration 

Collaboration enabled potential for further collaboration 10/11 

  Built potential for further 
collaboration  

  

Good base and increased likelihood of collaboration. 
Expressions of interest, potential and need for future 
collaboration 

9/11 

Activities after initiative  Extra retreat, social meetings, supportive conversations, 
dialogue 

4/11 

Collaboration after initiative Small collaborative projects together 4/11 
No collaboration after 

initiative 
No major system interventions, formal collaboration or 
actions 

4/11 

Relationship outcomes Relationships were built between individuals 10/11 
Unifying relationships Increased respect others and a feeling of unity and affinity 8/11 

Personal connections More than professional work relationships were developed 6/11 
Supportive relationships Deep relationships and friendships with a sense of unity 

developed 
6/11 

Quality of relationships 
varies 

Strong, less strong, positive, honest, trustworthy, less close 6/11 

 Created networks Formulated networks and got to know other like minded 
people 

3/11 

Participants trust each other Trusting environment with open and trusting relationships 9/11 
Commitment varies Very high amongst some and less for others 8/11 
Inter-organizational 
connections 

Connections were built between groups and organizations 8/11 

  Increased organizational 
unity 

Built common language, personal connections and shared 
vision 

3/11 

Increased knowledge about 
others’ work 

Understanding of organization's motivations, function and 
barriers 

3/11 

Learning outcomes Useful learnings from both content and other participants 6/11 
 Gained systems thinking 

perspective 
Understood the bigger picture 4/11 

General knowledge on the 
finance system 

Knowledge, confidence, understanding of other parts of the 
system 

3/11 

Learned about relationships 
and collaboration 

Realized the importance of relationships, constraints of 
collaboration and the barriers, silos and egos 

3/11 

Gains Organizations and individuals gained from collaboration 6/11 
  Personal gains New job opportunities, social value, energy, and motivation 5/11 

Other outcomes and 
feedback 

Challenging process, frustration about other’s commitment 
etc. 

11/11 
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3.4 Other Learnings 
 
In the data, sub-categories and concepts emerged that were not directly related to a sub-research 
question, nor were they related directly to any of the overall categories. The researchers decided 
to include them in the result section as “other learnings”. These sub-categories and concept 
speak to the bigger picture of building collaborative relationships for systems-wide change, and 
hence speak indirectly to our overall research question RQ1: 
 
“What lessons can be learned about collaborative relationship building from initiatives that aim 
for a sustainable finance system, and how could this research support that transformation 
process? “ 
 
This data is coming from across the three data sets.  As with the other sections, a sub-category 
was when it was spoken to by ≥ 50% of a group, and a concept emerged when ≥ 50% of the 
respondents in a sub-category spoke to it. In table 3.10 sub-categories are shown with grey boxes 
and one concept with white. 
 

Table 3.10. Other learnings from the three interview groups. 
Other Learnings Facilitators Participants Observers 

Collaboration is important for finance 
systems change 4/5 6/11 - 

Relationships are fundamental to 
collaboration 4/5 8/11 2/3 

Diversity of people in collaborative 
relationships is important for finance 
system change 

4/5 5/11 3/3 

Personal connection * (see section 
3.1-3.2) 

* (see section 
3.1-3.2) 3/3 

 
 
Collaboration is important for systems change: Four out of the five facilitators stated that 
collaboration is fundamental for having an impact in achieving systems change. Collaboration 
was referred to as both within a sector and as between sectors. “In order to have any kind of 
impact when working for systems-change you need to do it with lots of other people. So 
collaborations are fundamental to any kind of systems-change” (Interview F#1). Similarly to the 
facilitators, six out of 11 participants stated that collaboration is crucial to systems change. A 
common cause, joint action, and movement building were said to have a bigger impact than 
individual organizations can have alone. Out of the 11 participants, nine also mentioned that 
relationships are crucial to achieve systems change, as opposed to competition between the 
organizations and closed doors. 
 
Relationships are fundamental to collaboration: The importance of relationships in 
collaborative efforts was emphasized by four of the facilitators. Both building and fostering 
relationships was described as essential and it was stated by one facilitator that if there are no 
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relationships that underpin the collaborative effort then it will fall apart.  Eight of the participants 
also spoke to this, and they explained that relationships were fundamental to collective action as 
they, for example, build trust, break barriers, and bridge the information gap between 
organizations. Two of the observers also stated that relationships are very important for 
collaboration in the finance system to be effective. According to them, collaborative efforts will 
be more difficult without relationships. 
 
Diversity of people in the collaborative relationships are important for finance systems 
change: Four out of the five facilitators, as well as five participants, spoke to the importance of 
having a diverse group of people to enable the collaborative relationships to be effective. The 
diversification spoke to different levels of expertise and organizational backgrounds, to 
diversification of age groups, and to the importance of having senior level management and 
decision makers represented. All the observers also spoke to the need of engaging diverse actors 
to achieve systems change, for example, actors from the mainstream finance system, people with 
different values, and more senior actors.  
 
Personal connection: A point that the researchers found important to highlight from the 
observer data was that all of the observers stated that FIL enables people to connect to others by 
first exploring shared values, shared interests, or personal standpoints. Furthermore, when they 
connect to partners they want to build the relationship on personal values or ethical principles 
first; the FIL prioritizes that. As one observer put it: “I think the guys [FIL] do a lot which is 
about looking to connect at a level of values first, […] they wanted to work with people when it 
was from a place of right, we are on the same wave length about our own values or ethical 
principles” (Interview O#3). According to the observers, while focusing on the personal, the 
relationships can extend beyond the professional. 
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4 Discussion 
 
In this chapter the researchers present a general discussion of the results, followed by a reflection 
on the overall research design. 
 

4.1 Discussion of Results 
 
In the following section the researchers refer back to the results and interpret the findings in 
order to make recommendations for strategic sustainable development in the context of 
relationship building in collaborative initiatives within the finance system. The researchers 
discuss the broader contribution of the research to strategic sustainable development. 
 
Three prominent themes that emerged throughout the results are presented and discussed: 1) The 
importance of the individual rather than the organization they represent and connecting on 
personal level; 2) the complexity of relationship building, with different processes and key 
elements interrelating; and 3) collaborative relationships being only one part of systemic 
transformation, requiring also a diversity of people and a clear structure and common strategy to 
be effective in achieving their goals. The three findings are followed by a discussion on how 
relationships can contribute to a sustainable finance system and a short summary of the 
recommendations that can be made for individuals working in collaborations for finance systems 
change.   
 

4.1.2 Relationship Building is about People 
 
Participants and facilitators brought up similar information when describing what is important 
when building collaborative relationships for finance systems change. Within the first few 
interviews the researchers realized that building these relationships within the group had little to 
do with their organizational affiliations but was rather about connecting people on a personal 
level. In both the participant and facilitator data it was mentioned that the relationship building 
would not take place until everyone had checked into the group, which included both having 
time to make personal connections as well as people leaving their organizational profiles behind. 
Building collaborative relationships therefore seems to require an overarching philosophy that is 
focused on the human—enabling participants and facilitators alike to enter and exist in the 
collaboration as the person they are, not as the organization they represent. The fact that the 
relationships were, in some cases, defined as friendships by the participants was therefore 
surprising and insightful. This shows a much deeper level to the relationship building than first 
anticipated by the researchers.  
 
When comparing the outcomes and the key elements, it also becomes visible that the FIL 
initiatives have enabled more personal relationships and personal development than they have 
enabled inter-organizational initiatives or collaborations, even though the personal connections 
are seen as having the potential to catalyze inter-organizational collaboration in the future.  
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Another interesting finding comparing the facilitator and participant data was participants stating 
that a focus on unity is important for building collaborative relationships, an aspect that was not 
mentioned by the facilitators. The researchers interpret the difference in perspectives on 
“enablers” as an illustration of the fact that the two groups enter with two different perspectives. 
This is understandable, as they exist in the initiative with two highly different roles, one focused 
on designing and facilitating and the other focused on participation. The fact that unity is 
important for participants also relates to other “enablers” and “design elements” associated with 
unity, such as shared values, common purpose, dialogue and conversation, and personal sharing, 
some of which were also mentioned by the facilitators. 
 
Self-awareness was noted by facilitators as important to cultivate in relationship building, but 
was not noted by participants. This suggests that there are aspects of relationship building that 
the facilitator needs to be aware of that will enhance the collaborative relationship building 
process. Given the role of the facilitator, having a broader awareness of relationship building was 
not particularly surprising, however the specifics of what that meant in practice were insightful 
as the researchers moved through the project. 
 
Importance of Facilitator 
Similarly, the facilitator seems to hold different roles throughout the collaborative process. First, 
the role centers around being the individual responsible for setting the frame and the design. 
Second, the facilitator becomes an equal part of the community, as s/he has to role model 
vulnerability and openness in the space with the participants in order to enable the whole group 
to open up and start deepening the relationships with each other. The facilitator in this way is key 
in the process of making the participants feel safe, indicating that a facilitator not willing to lead 
in this way may have a hard time enabling the relationship building and personal connection 
between the participants. 
 
Space and Key Element Connections 
In the original categorization process, comments about space emerged across the data, pointing 
to the importance of space, generally, in building collaborative relationships. Described as a 
space that allows people to feel safe and to connect on a personal level, that space also addresses 
all three dimensions of the container, as well as the different key elements that emerged as being 
essential to relationship building. This makes sense to the researchers as engaging in 
relationships inherently brings a level of risk and vulnerability, and the space must honor that. 
While the researchers understood the importance of space in general facilitation efforts, they did 
not expect to find comments that spanned the entire data set. Given that, it became clear that the 
environment that the facilitators cultivated was the most overarching element that could be 
focused on in order to successfully build collaborative relationships for systemic transformation. 
 

4.1.3 Relationship Building is a Complex Multi-Level Process  
 
Beginning this project, the researchers hoped to gain a picture of the specific processes used to 
build relationships for collaborations aimed towards systems change. Very quickly they began to 
understand the complexity of the process, realizing the interconnectedness of the different layers 
when designing processes to build relationships for systemic transformation. This finding was 
confirmed during literature review as well (Deutsch 2000). This also became clear when the 
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researchers mapped out their overall findings in a causal loop diagram (see figure 4.1), which 
confirmed the findings from literature that relationship building would require a systems 
thinking perspective as part of the lens. Therefore, results indicate that relationship building is 
much more complex than the researchers’ initial assumptions, and demands processes that 
happen across all dimensions and key elements, and never in a linear step-by-step way.  
 
Addressing the Dimensions  
Focusing on the results that looked at the specific dimensions of the Container model for 
relationships also showed that there were not many “specific processes” or “design elements” 
focused on only one dimension, but rather that the relationships need to be considered as a whole 
made up of individual parts, and through considering the whole, the whole can be built. This also 
supports the finding that facilitation of relationship building in this way is an art, and that the 
facilitator must have a solid understanding of the overall philosophy and “design elements”, and 
must feel comfortable and confident with the process of emergence. In this way, results also 
showed that the facilitators designed processes directed at the dimensions, even though they 
were not familiar with the theory behind the container. This leads the researchers to believe that 
the facilitator must also take care to address the specific dimensions of relationships when 
designing processes to facilitate relationship building, even if they are not aware of the specific 
theory itself.   
 
Results showed that the specific process in detail is not the important focus when building 
relationships, but rather being aware of the group and the people one is working with. Staying 
aware of the “barriers” and “enablers” in designing the processes seems to be the overall focus 
when building collaborative relationships for finance systems change. Given this complexity, 
understanding relationship building in detail would take much more research. This initial picture, 
however, has still provided the researchers with useful insight as it speaks to what the elements 
of relationship building are, and what processes have been used towards that end.  
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Relationship Building and Finance Systems Change 
Despite the complexity of relationships, the overall research still provided an insight into how 
relationship building could relate to finance systems change, presented here in a causal loop 
diagram: 
 

 
Figure 4.1. Causal Loop Diagram: Relationship Building and Systems Change. 

 
The above causal loop diagram sums up the findings of this research and describes the intricacies 
of relationship building and its connection with finance systems change. The arrows are 
indicators showing the relationships between the different parts of the diagram, with “+” 
indicating an increasing effect, and a “–” indicating a decreasing effect. The line specifically 
between “Finance System Change towards Sustainability” and “Presence of Barriers” is not 
solid, as a decrease in barriers from the system changing is an assumption from the researchers 
based on some barriers found in the results being directly related to the current system structure. 
 
The diagram illustrates relationship building as the intervention point, and how the use of 
“design elements” and “specific processes” can enable the presence of “key elements” and 
decrease the “barriers” present in order for relationships to be built that contribute to effective 
collaborative efforts. Through reinforcing loops, the different aspects outlined in the diagram 
have an impact on the relationships that are a part of collaborations aimed at finance systems 
change towards sustainability. “Relationships between Individuals” refer to the finding that 
relationship building depends on personal connection and relationships forming between the 
individuals before any organizational connections and relationships are enabled. 
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With the points of “Diversity” and “Strategy and Structure” the diagram also illustrates the 
finding that additional aspects can contribute to building effective collaborative relationships for 
finance systems change (Kania and Kramer 2011, Hamann, Googins, and Rochlin 2000). These 
points emerged from the data, and although considered as out of the research scope, the 
researchers saw them as closely linked to achieving systems change through relationship 
building and therefore insightful with regards to the research questions.  
 
The data indicates that all initiatives had built strong relationships, even friendships in many 
cases, and that the potential to collaborate existed, but not much concrete action had occurred as 
a result of that. Comments from all data sets pointed to the importance of having a diverse group 
of people in the collaboration, and that such diversity will add to the effectiveness of the 
collaboration. In this sense diversity means a group of people representing different actors in the 
system, such as mainstream finance representation, multigenerational representation, and class 
representation. Beyond that, senior management needs to be included or strongly supportive of a 
participant’s involvement in the collaborative. Participants also asked for more action-oriented 
support to make future collaborations on systems change happen, and here it was clear that when 
building collaborative relationships you do not only need to know the common vision and 
purpose, but also how to achieve it, and what structure you will work with to get there.  
 
4.1.4 Relationship Building and Strategic Sustainable Development 
 
Results framed by the FSSD 
In the FSSD context, the researchers had expected that their findings would be mostly relevant at 
the actions and tools levels for the relationship building; however, they encountered more 
overarching findings. Recalling the FSSD framing of the research gap presented in section 1.3.3 
(Figure 1.2), the findings allowed the researchers to elaborate on the strategic and tools levels of 
collaborative relationship building for finance systems change.  
 
On the strategic level findings are presented as additional prioritization questions that can help 
practitioners design and implement processes that build collaborative relationships. For the 
actions level, findings on strategic level enabled researchers to provide some examples of 
proposed actions to help the reader understand how to use the additional prioritization questions. 
On the tools level three proposed tools are presented followed by suggested references to enable 
the reader to find more details on description and usage of each tool. 
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Table 4.1. Results framed by the FSSD. 
 This Research 
System Collaborative Relationships for Finance Systems Change 
Success Effective Collaborative Relationships for Finance Systems Change 
Strategic  Does this action… 

• …enable the relationships to be built with the Key Elements?  
• …break down the Barriers to building collaborative relationships? 
• …incorporate the Design Elements? 

Does this collaboration... 
• …incorporate a diversity of people? 
• …incorporate a strategy and structure for future collaboration? 

Action Examples of actions: 
• When first meeting create a long-term timeline for regular meetings 

(Enables the key element of time) 
• Do a session on systems thinking in relation to the finance system 

(Breaks down the people barriers) 
• Do sport activities together (Incorporating the design element of 

Social/Informal Activities) 
• Target a certain percentage of recruitment towards mainstream 

finance organizations (Incorporates a diversity of people) 
• Make a strategic action plan including goals, a timeline, and key 

performance indicators (Incorporates a future strategy for the 
collaboration) 

Tools • Participatory Processes (see Bojer, Knuth, and Magner 2006; 
Holman, Devane, and Cady 2009) 

• Specific Processes (see findings in 3.2) 
• Systems thinking (See Hjorth 2006, Harding 2009, Meadows 2008, 

and Capra 2008) 
 
Contributions to Strategic Sustainable Development 
When envisioning moving towards global sustainability, many changes need to take place. 
Certain systems need to be influenced to achieve sustainability. To effect change in the finance 
system, numerous more specific systems must be influenced. With regards to this research, 
collaborative relationships for finance systems change are the focus. Important to recall here is 
the focus on collaborative relationships, and the assumption that these could lead to finance 
system change as collaboration is one possible way to achieve systems change (Googins and 
Rochlin, 2000; Kania and Kramer 2011; Senge et al. 2008), and given that relationships are 
described as being both what facilitate the work of collaboration as well as what hold the 
collaboration together (Bryson, Crosby, and Stone 2006, 48). This assumption was confirmed 
through the overall results. 
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This research provides a demonstration of the complexity of building collaborative relationships 
for finance systems change and a list of strategic guidelines, examples of actions, and tools to 
build effective collaborative relationships for finance systems change. The results also 
demonstrate the link between relationship building, effective collaborations, finance system 
change, and sustainability (Figure 4.1). These findings contribute to strategic sustainable 
development in several ways. For example, taking these findings into account could decrease the 
time and resources spent on relationship building, increase the number of strong and effective 
collaborative relationships within the UK, therefore helping the UK finance system move more 
quickly towards sustainability. Given the importance of the UK finance system, if moved 
towards sustainability, it could have a positive impact on other finance systems throughout the 
world, potentially speeding up the sustainable development of society.  
 
Competitiveness plays a dominant role in the traditional financial paradigm (Cipollini and 
Fiordelisi 2012), and therefore the topic of this research, if achieved, can contribute to 
influencing the finance system to move more effectively towards sustainability. Once achieved, 
the finance system, as explored, can be a driver in achieving sustainability and in turn influence 
the larger and interconnected systems of which it is a part.  
 
Using this research as a starting foundation for more inquiry on collaborative relationships and 
systems change, where the findings are applied through further research on other systems, is 
another potential this work has for overall contribution.  
 

4.1.5 Recommendations from Researchers 
 
Part of the purpose (1.4.2) of this research was to develop recommendations, however as 
mentioned in 1.4.4, it was not possible within the timeframe to validate the findings with 
external experts, nor to validate them through a second round of interviews or observations. That 
said, the researchers felt confident presenting a set of recommendations based on the overall 
findings. Therefore, drawing from the discussion above, the following section presents 
recommendations to individuals wanting to build relationships in communities, networks, and 
collaborations for systems change in the finance system.  
 

 A neutral facilitator should run the relationship building process, at least for the initial 
stages of relationship building. Bring people together around what they have in common, 
through engaging in conversation and dialogue about the system, and what a common 
envisioned sustainable future could look like. Emphasize the shared values that can bind 
the relationships together. 

 
 Work to have a diversity of backgrounds and representation in the group when planning 

and making decisions for sustainability within the finance system.  
 

 Practitioners should preferably support the process with an action-oriented focus and a 
structure and common strategy for how to achieve systems change. 

 
 Encourage people to connect on a personal level to overcome organizational barriers and 

egos. This can effectively be done through engaging in informal socializing activities, 
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sharing personal experiences, and meeting up in person on a regular basis. The facilitator 
should also make sure to also connect with the participants as well and role model 
vulnerability and openness.  
 

• Be aware that the specific processes are not the important focus in relationship building. 
Rather the facilitator should have a deep awareness of the group that they are working 
with and include a participatory design philosophy. Being aware of “key elements” and 
“design elements” that allow those elements to emerge should be the overall focus when 
building collaborative relationships for systems change.  

 
 A facilitator should have a special skill in creating a space that enables people to feel safe 

enough to open to the group so that authentic relationships can be built. The facilitator 
must have a solid understanding of the overall philosophy and design elements, and must 
feel comfortable and confident with the process of emergence. 
 

 The facilitator must consider relationships as a whole. There are not many processes or 
design elements focused on any one aspect of relationships, but rather relationships need 
to be considered as a whole made up of individual parts. Through considering the whole, 
the whole can be built.  

 

4.2 Reflection on Research 
 
4.2.1 Reflections on Results 
 
With the literature review that preceded the data collection, the researchers were not surprised to 
hear from the facilitators, participants, and observers that relationships play a crucial role in the 
collaborations, nor that a collaborative effort is what they believe is needed for systems change 
as that had already been stated (Googins and Rochlin 2000; Hamann et al. 2008; Selsky and 
Parker 2005, Bryson and Crosby 2006). What did surprise them, however, was how the 
relationships built in the initiatives by the Finance Innovation Lab often were spoken to as 
enabling a movement and a community, rather than a formal collaboration to work together for 
systems change. These findings helped the researchers see that the relationship building between 
changemakers in the system does not have to have the aim of a formal collaboration as its 
starting point to enable future collaboration, and that aligning around a common purpose and 
vision is already powerful and adds to the potential of collaboration. To activate a more action-
oriented outcome, however, relationship building needs to be coupled with strategies and 
structure for the future. Therefore, the relationship building needs to have an extra dimension to 
it, developing concrete strategies aimed at achieving the common vision of systems change. 
  
Another surprise for the researchers was related to the “key elements” of relationship building, in 
that, those that emerged from the data were not exactly those of the matrix and the lens that the 
researchers had found from the literature (Huxman and Vangen 2003; Bryson and Crosby 2006; 
Selsky and Parker 2005; Senge et al. 2008; Ansell and Gash 2007; Branzei and Le Ber 2010; 
Nowell 2009; Appendix A). Relationships were not always meant for a formal collaboration but 
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community or network building, and the literature review had been completed focusing on 
formal collaborations and their key elements only.  
 
The most interesting contrast here was how commitment was not explicitly spoken to, which the 
researchers believe comes from the informality of the relationships built in the initiatives. This 
does not mean that commitment is not important, but rather that it is hard to measure 
commitment to a relationship where a formal collaboration is not yet officially set. However, 
when speaking about collaborative relationships for systems change, the participants still spoke 
to elements that could be interpreted as “barriers” related to commitment such as resources, 
support from home organization, and funding—all of which seem to be very situational, and not 
related to the individual being emotionally committed or willing to engage in collaborative 
efforts for systemic transformation. This indicates that the relationships built had a very high 
degree of individual commitment. What was missing had less to do with the individual and 
instead with circumstances impacting the individual, addressed in the institutional and systemic 
barriers found in the results. 
 

4.2.2 Research Challenges 
 
This research was conducted over a period of five months; matching the ambitions of the 
researchers with the timeline of the research was, at times, challenging. This affected how many 
interviews were possible to collect and code, as well as the overall scope of the research. Time 
also had an impact on triangulation and self-reporting bias, as the sample size of participant 
interviews that could be scheduled and done in the timeframe was a small representation, making 
it hard to generalize and draw conclusions. Time restraints also meant that validating results 
further through a second round of interviews, or through expert interviews, was not an option, 
which also speaks to the risk of self-reporting bias. 
 
Working with relationship building and collaborations for systems change was also a challenge 
as the concepts overlaped in the minds of the interviewees; hence it was not always clear 
whether they saw a collaboration as the same as a network, a community, or even something 
else. The difference is not necessarily significant in the context of systems change but rather is 
more about nuances behind the interconnections. This, however, caused the researchers to be 
very thorough and careful in the way the data was coded and grouped. 
 
The potential bias around the positive participant responses in data connecting the elements and 
the processes is also important to note. The facilitators connected the researchers with the 
participants to interview, and therefore it is possible that with a larger sample size the researchers 
would have received varying responses to their experience in the FIL initiatives. Therefore, this 
research could be carried out on a larger scale to see if the effectiveness of the initiatives 
facilitation holds true. 
 

4.2.3 Research Strengths 
 
Having three researchers brought three different backgrounds and perspectives, which added to 
the level of structure and systematic approach in the work to ensure complete alignment and 
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transparency, and to minimize biased data coming from different viewpoints. This meant that all 
data was reviewed both individually and in the group, and all codes and concepts were looked 
through and checked several times by all three researchers before any final results were defined. 
The researchers also had a decision making model that meant no decisions would be made unless 
there was consensus from the group, which allowed for healthy discussions and reflection on the 
data. 
 
Choosing to work with a single case study enabled the researchers to make very concrete 
findings, and conclusions that they believe will be of value to the intended audience. The 
accessibility to the case study, enabled through a positive and trusting relationship with the 
contact person, also had a positive influence as it meant fast responses from any inquiries the 
researchers had, as well as access to any resources needed to get the most nuanced view as 
possible on the research. 
 
The Conceptual Lens 
The fact that new elements emerged which had not initially been part of the conceptual lens 
affirmed, for the researchers, that the lens had not limited them in finding results outside of the 
conceptual view they constructed. This leads them to conclude that using this view is a strength 
in the research, as it allowed them to look into depth on relationships in a short time frame that 
otherwise would not have been possible.  
 
The conceptual lens allowed the researchers to approach the project so that they would not to get 
lost in the complexity of a relationship. When analyzing the results, it was clear that the lens 
allowed the researchers to look at the whole of relationships, as well as their individual and 
interrelated parts, and the processes that enabled the whole to emerge, while not getting mired in 
the fact that relationships are only one part of a collaborative initiative that is aimed at systemic 
transformation. That said, it of course cannot be said with complete certainty that a similar 
research with a different lens would look exactly the same. 
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5 Conclusion 
 
The focus of this study was to explore what can be learned about collaborative relationship 
building in initiatives working towards a sustainable finance system, and from the findings 
develop strategic recommendations for future facilitators and participants of similar collaborative 
initiatives.  
 
In answering research question 1.1, what are the enablers of, and barriers to, collaborative 
relationship building, the study identified 16 “enablers” when building collaborative 
relationships for moving the finance system towards sustainability, out of which nine were “key 
elements” and seven were “design elements.”  
 
Answering RQ 1.2, how is collaborative relationship building facilitated, and how do the 
facilitation techniques relate directly to the relationship dimensions of “partnership”, “risk and 
vulnerability”, and “protection”, the study identified eight “design elements” of processes aimed 
at building collaborative relationships as well as three “specific processes” aimed at cultivating 
the key elements found.  
 
Results to RQ 1.3, how do the participants respond to the processes aimed at building 
collaborative relationships, showed that the participants responded positively overall to the 
processes designed to build relationships in collaborative initiatives for systemic transformation. 
The processes enabled personal, unifying, and supporting relationships and built potential for 
further collaboration.  
 
Through a discussion of the results, further insights emerged that were more holistic in nature, 
helping the researchers to answer the overall research question of what lessons can be learned 
about collaborative relationship building from initiatives that aim for systems wide change 
towards sustainability within the finance system. In order to build collaborative relationships for 
a sustainable finance system, results point to: 1) the importance of the individual being present in 
the initiative rather than the organization they represent, and the importance of connecting on 
personal level; 2) the complexity of relationship building, with different processes and key 
elements interrelating; and 3) collaborative relationships being only one part of systemic 
transformation, requiring also a diversity of people and a clear structure and common strategy to 
be effective in achieving their goals.  
 
Through the results and discussion, researchers developed a set of strategic recommendations for 
practitioners interested in building relationships for a sustainable finance system. 
 
Given that the research was conducted as a single case study, the researchers believe the findings 
hold particular significance when building relationships between actors working towards systems 
wide change towards sustainability in the finance system in the United Kingdom. Both the 
financial construct in which the UK operates as well as the geographical context make the 
findings context dependent; in order to apply the findings and/or the recommendations to another 
system or another geographical region, further studies would be needed.  
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5.1 Recommendations for Further Research  
 
Suggestions on further research relate to the size of the study, the scope, and the 
recommendations. Suggestions include: 
 

● A study of how to facilitate continued collaborative relationships and collaborative 
initiatives towards financial systems change to sustainability, given that this study has 
focused on building collaborative relationships, but not sustaining them.  
 

● The same study with a larger sample size, in order to expand the data received and more 
confidently generalize results. This study could include in-person observations, as well as 
observing how the relationships evolve over time, conducting surveys and interviews 
throughout the whole process. 

 
● The same study with a multiple case study method, allowing for a deeper comparison of 

results. 
 

● A study exploring and illuminating the necessary elements, beyond relationship building, 
for systemic change to occur. 

 
● The same study in different geographical systems to understand how geographical and 

cultural contexts affect results, and to able to more confidently generalize results. 
 

● The same study within a different system, or within multiple different systems, to be able 
to apply findings to different systemic transformation efforts. 

 
● Using the recommendations presented here as the basis of a study, validating and 

expanding the recommendations through observations and/or expert interviews in order 
to build solid strategic guidelines for building collaborative relationships for finance 
systems change. 
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Appendix B: Interview guides Facilitators and Participants 
  
Interview Guide for Facilitators 
  
Topic Addressed Question 
Introduction Explain research and flow of interview. 

Time check, can we record, how the data will be used, if we 
quote them etc. anonymity 

Q1: Warm-up ice-breaker How did you end up working with the Finance innovation 
Lab? 

Q2: Screening What is your role in initiative X? 
                              Q2: follow-up Could you please describe briefly what that role means? 
Q3: General Process Please explain how the collaboration was established. 
Q4: Screening What stages (pre/beginning/middle/end) of the collaboration 

have you actively been a part of? 
Q5: Screening Have there been other facilitators engaged in the CSC? 
                      Q5: follow-up If so, who? 
SEGUE “As we mentioned before, we are particularly interested in 

hearing about the process of relationship building in 
collaborations for systems-change. With that, and based 
on….” (to next question) 

Q6: Relationship Based on your experience, what role do relationships play in 
cross-sector collaboration / collaborations? 

      Q6: Potential Follow-up Can you please elaborate on X? 
Q7: Key elements In your experience, what are the key components that need 

to be in place to build a strong relationship between the 
collaborators? 

                     Q7: Follow-up Can you please elaborate on X? 
Q8: General Processes How were these components addressed in initiative X? 
                       Q8: follow-up Can you elaborate more on why the process looked as it did? 
Q9: Barriers In your experience, in general, what are the obstacles to 

relationship-building in cross-sector collaborations / 
collaborations for systems change? 

Q10: General processes How were these obstacles addressed in initiative X? 
SEGUE Ok, thank you, that’s super interesting. Getting back to the 

facilitator’s role in all of this….. 
Q11: Facilitator Role From your experience, what is the main role of the facilitator 

in building those relationships? 
                    Q11: Follow-up Can you please elaborate on X? 
SEGUE Thank you, that is very interesting. 

In our research, we are using a three-dimensional lens to 
look at relationships. We found a model that describes the 
container of a relationship as being 3 dimensional.  We 
would like to ask you some questions based on this lens, to 
see if any of those emerged in your work, too. 

Q12: Partnership 
  
  

So the first dimension is talking about partnership, and how 
you come to agreement on what you partner on and what 
not, as you start building the relationship. 
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     Q12 Potential follow-up 
  
  
  
    Q12 Potential follow-up 
  
  
      Q12 Potential follow-up 
  

  
In initiative X, to your knowledge, is it clear to the 
participants what they partnering on and what are they not? 
  

If no; could you elaborate on why you think that is? 
  
If yes; could you elaborate on how they came to 
establish and agree that? 

  
In your experience, what is the essence of participants 
coming to an agreement on what they partner on? 
  

Could you elaborate a bit more on X? 

Q13: Risk and vulnerability 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
     Q13 Potential follow-up 
  
  

 
     
 Q13 Potential follow-up 
  
  
  
Q13 Potential follow-up 

So the second dimension of the model is talking about the 
levels of risks and vulnerability when building a relationship 
with others. 
  
In initiative X, to your knowledge, were the different 
individuals willing to take risks and be vulnerable in the 
collaboration? 
  

If no; could you elaborate on why you think that is? 
  
If yes; could you elaborate on how they came to the 
place where they felt safe enough to take risks? 

  
In your experience, what is the essence of making the 
participants of the collaboration feel safe enough to take 
risks and be vulnerable? 
  

Could you elaborate a bit more on X? 

Q14: Protection 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
      Q14 Potential follow-up 
  
  
  
   Q14 Potential follow-up 
  

So the third dimension of the model is about 
the mechanisms that you employ to ensure that the 
collaborators feel safe and secure engaging in the 
collaboration even though there are differences and 
everybody might not always agree. 
  
To your knowledge, have any protective mechanisms for the 
collaboration been employed? 
  

If no; could you elaborate on why you think that is? 
  
If yes; could you elaborate on how the mechanisms 
were defined? 

  
In your experience, what is the essence of this dimension in 
a collaboration like initiative X? 
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      Q14 Potential follow-up 
  

  
Could you elaborate a bit more on X? 

Q15: Lessons learned Reflecting back on this whole process of the Collaboration, 
if you could do something different, what would it have 
been? 

Q16: Lessons learned From this collaboration, have you learned something new 
about relationships that you did not know before? 

Q17: Lessons learned So, if you had to advise others building collaborative 
relationships for system change within the finance system, 
what would be the key things for them to be aware of? 

Q18: Closing Based on what we have talked about and your experience, 
are we missing anything? If so, what? 

Q19: Closing Is there anything else that you want to share with us? 
Q20: Closing Do you have any questions for us? 

  
Interview guide for Participants 
  
Topic Addressed Qusestion 
Intro Explain research and flow of interview. 

Time check, can we record, how the data will be 
used, if we quote them etc. anonymity 

Q1: Screening How did you become engaged with the Finance 
Lab? 

Q2:Screening What was your purpose of entering into the 
collaboration? 

Q3: Screening What is your role in initiative X? 
Q4: Feedback Could you please describe how the process of the 

project has been so far? 
Q5: Partnership In your words, could you please describe what the 

purpose of the collaboration is, and what the purpose 
is not? 

Q6: Partnership How did you decide what to collaborate on with the 
other participants? 

                 Q6 Follow up: 
  
  
  Q6 Potential Follow up: 

Do you feel this is clear to everyone in the 
collaboration? 
  
If yes: what was the process of ensuring that 
everyone had the same understanding? 
  
If no: Why do you think that is? 

Q7: Partnership If you could improve the process of defining the 
purpose of your collaboration, what would you 
change? 

Q8: Relationships In your experience, how important are the 
relationships in a collaboration for systems-change 
in the finance system? 

Q9: Key Elements What are the most important components to 
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focus on when building these collaborative 
relationships? 

Q10:Barriers And in your experience, what are the obstacles for 
relationship-building? 

Q11: Outcome How would you describe the quality of the current 
relationships of the different individuals of initiative 
X? 

                Q11 Follow up How have the relationships changed over time? 
Q12: General Process How were relationships formed between you and the 

rest of the participants? 
Q13: Outcome In your experience, to what degree do people trust 

each other in the initiative? 
               Q13 Follow-up What do you think is the reason for that? 
Q14: Feedback What could be done to increase the degree of trust in 

the collaboration? 
Q15: Outcome In your experience, how is the level of commitment 

from the participants in the collaboration? 
                Q15 Follow-up What do you think is the reason for that? 
Q16:Feedback What could be done to increase the degree of 

commitment in the collaboration? 
Q17: Risk & Vulnerability 
  
  
              Q17: Follow-up 
      
  
  
              Q17: Follow-up                            

Did you have any concerns when going into the 
collaboration? 
  
Did you feel like there were any risks that you were 
taking, either personally and organizationally, with 
joining this collaboration? 
  
If yes, which? 

Q18 Risk &Vulnerability 
  
  
                Q18 Follow-up 

How did you deal with your concerns? 
  
Are there still concerns that needs to be addressed, 
and what would it take for you to address them? 

Q19: Risk & Vulnerability In general, what are the possibilities for participants 
to express concerns and worries? 

Q20: Risk & Vulnerability 
  
  
  
               Q20: Follow-up 

If you could change something in the process so far 
that  you think would make people feel more safe to 
take risks and compromise, what would that be? 
  
Could you please elaborate on X? 

Q21: Protection 
  
  
  
  
               Q21: Follow-up 

Did you establish any ways to ensure fairness, 
transparency and trust in your collaboration? 
  
If yes; could you elaborate a bit more on which ones 
and how you did it? 
  
If no; why do you think you did not do that? 

Q22: Protection 
  
  

Do you think that any other ways to ensure fairness, 
transparency, and trust are needed in the 
collaboration? 
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                  Q22: Follow-up   
If yes; could you elaborate on what? 

Q23: Feedback/Outcome 
  
                Q23: Follow-up 

Do you feel that the relationship that you have will 
enable the collaboration to be successful? 
  
If yes; why? 
  
If no; what are the obstacles? 

Q24: Lessons Learned From this collaboration, have you learned something 
new about relationships that you did not know 
before? 

Q25: Lessons Learned What would be your advice for others who are part 
of building a relationship in cross-sector 
collaborations / collaborations? 

Q26: Closing Based on what we have talked about and your 
experience, are we missing anything? If so, what? 

Q27: Closing Is there anything else that you want to share with us? 
Q28: Closing Do you have any questions for us? 
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Appendix C: List of Interviews  
 
Interviewee Description 
Exploratory Interviews  
Penny Walker Facilitator, Coach, and Consultant in Change and Sustainability, London, UK 
Maria Scordialos Participatory Approach and Systems Change Expert, Greece and UK 

Dr. Göran Carstedt Chairman, The Natural Step International and Independent Management 
Consulting Professional 

Dr. Yitzhak Mendelsohn Clinical Psychologist and Systems Change Practitioner, Jerusalem, Israel 
Dr. Marcel Jeucken Managing Director Responsible Investment, PGGM 
Facilitator Interviews  
Charlotte Millar FIL Founding Core Team Member and Facilitator 
Chris Hewett FIL Fellow and Facilitator 
Jennifer Morgan FIL Founding Core Team Member and Facilitator 
Martin Martinoff FIL Facilitator 
Richard Spencer FIL Founding Core Team Member and Facilitator 
Participant Interviews  
Alexander Rossiter TUC 
Chris Cantwell ICAEW 
Christine Berry New Economics Foundation 
Fiona Ranford UK Feminista 
Fran Boait Positive Money 
George Woods New Economics Foundation 
Greg Ford Finance Watch 
Helen de Vane Christian Aid 
Jo Beardsmore Share Action 
Nicolò Wojewoda 350.org 
Rosie Rogers Compass 
Observer Interviews  
Andres Roberts Kessels & Smit, The Learning Company 
Kelly Clark Marmanie Consulting, Ltd. 
Louisa Hooper Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation 
 
The numbers referenced in-text do not correspond to the interviews listed here. 
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Appendix D: Concept Matrix 
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Appendix E: First Coding Matrix 
 

 
 
The color indicates that the key phrase is categorized under the category of “Barriers”. 
 


